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Rw*»e Chandler is keeper.
Photo courtesy Emerson Sadler
re guests Sunday of their par- 
at the Light.
iVl’.’.ard R Hilt is quite busy ex­
cising cur dogs i Chang II ster- 
lg and Penny Hilt) and making 
tnself useful in many ways.
Mr R T. Sterling called Sun- 
jy afternoon on Mrs. D. C Me- 
jnald at her home ,.n Portland 
Uthur Harlow of South Portland
a caller at the Hilt home Sun- 
ly afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. W C. Dow of Port- 
nd were guests Saturday evening
th« Sterling heme
Bill Mcrrlson of Cape Cottage 
ad U of M. who was home over the 
eekend. called on Jack Robinson 
unday.
Mr and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.
>ere at tiie Light Monday evening 
guests of their parents.
Jack Rcbinson has finished his 
utles at Portcous Mitchel-Braun 
iepartment Store, Portland, and is 
onipleting flying instructions at 
te Portland Airport.
Clyde Grant of Cape Elizabeth 
toast Guard Station called on P O. 
Lit Tuesday afternoon.
• • • •
'APE NEDDICK
Many thanks for the fine pictures 
leu are printing of the lighthouses 
r. this District. I appreciate them 
ery much and I am keeping them
for my scrap book which contains )
11 clippings pertaining to lights 
and the sea. I know at least one 
other keeper Who is also saving 
them, and that is Keeper Pinkham 
of Egg Rock Light. He has a fine 
scrap book and is very particular 
how the pictures are put in. I 
was greatly surprised to see the 
picture of tins Light taken in 
Winter which appeared in the 
column Just h’.'ore Christmas. I 
had had a few do2en made up for 
mv l.-ienris and sent one to the | 
editor of Steamboat Days. Every­
one lik. s it very much. Some say. I 
“I have been .vondering what it 
looked .ike witli the snow on the 
ground, but the roads are so bad 
in Winter ;hat I hated to try to | 
go down to see. ’
Cards and gifts testified to the 
fact that I have passed another 
i milestone when Che mail arived 
last Monday. Glad that so many 
thought of it.
Posie Just did some sewing of 
which she is very proud. She went 
into a trunk and took out an old 
cotton spread which her mother 
had spun ar.d woven in Prince Ed- ] 
ward Island over 50 years ago. She 
added a flounce of pretty print
, on each side and end. and has a 
lovely spread for Che old fashioned 
bed the like oJ which probably 
cculd r.ot be found in a day’s travel 
She has another which she is go­
ing to doctor, too. Hope it comes 
cut as well.
"Dete is depend.ng on her yel­
low ball for exercise this Winter.
It has been too cold for her to 
>tay cut tor any length of time. 
Or.ce in a while she goes down to 
the beat house and back, but 
travels very fast. She looks cute 
ln her little green sweater.
While we were in Arlington we 
took her to a veterinarian to have 
| her overhauled—chat is. have her 
teeth cleaned and toe nails cut. 
etc. We took her to Dr. Chester 
L. Blakely of Lexington and while 
talking with him found’ Chat his 
family was related to Keeper and 
Mrs. Elliot of Cape Elizabeth and 
’hat the Elliots had been' visiting 
1 him or. their vacation. How smaH 
[ rhe world Is after all—going to » 
stranger and finding that we both
knew the same faimly.
After the recent storm. Jefferson 
Early and son James and Sylvester 
E Andrews of the telephone de­
partment of the Coast Guard were 
here working on the telepho1* 
wires which went out of commis­
sion during the storm. We were 
glad to see them, and after th« 
repairs had been made they had 8 
1 cup of coffee with us. Mr. Earl'5 
•son is a bright youngster and W'
I fore long he will be helping 
father.
Plenty of snow here but no r.e*8, 






The Rcrkland District Nursing 
Association w.ll occupy its new 
quarters at 497 Main street. The 
B; knell, directly opposite the 
; Baptist Church, as scon as 
renovations are completed, pre- 
• umably within the week, utilizing 
both street and second' floors. As 
scon as the rooms are settled. 
Nurse Eliza Steele will have long
needed adequate headquarters.
Last September the public 
nealth nursing service in Rockland 
was taken over frem Knox County 
Chapter, American Red Cross, by 
the newly formed Rockland Dis- 
tnct Nursing Association. To 
many people the new name meant 
a different service and Miss Steele 
was besieged with calls, asking if 
her services were still available. 
All these she answered in the af­
firmative-service the same but 
only a change in the supporting or­
ganization.
The appended report for Sep­
tember. October, November and 
December shows clearly that the 
citizens of Rockland do understand 
that the nursing service is avail­
able. for there is a considerable 
increase in the number of calls re­
ceived and answered over previous 
years. Miss Steele will be in a 
position to render better service 
more comfortably for ail concerned 
as soon as the new quarters are 
ready for occupancy.
The physicians of Rockland 
have shewn, as always their splen­
did co-operation with the nursing 
service ar.d will explain to any 
patient the purposes and avail­
ability of the association nurse.
During these four months 193 
patients have received nursing 
care, and’ the cases are divided as 
follows:46 prenatal cases and 51 
visits made; 1 delivery' attended; 
17 postnatal cases and 91 visits 
made; 21 newborn cases and 125 
visits made; 108 patients acutely 
ill and 425 visits made; 9 visits for 
Crippled Childrens Service; 548 
health supervision visits to infants 
and pre-schools. Total of visits 
for the four months, 1249.
In addition to this work, four 
Well Baby clinics have been held 
with an attendance of 97 children. 
The routine examinations in the 
schools were given to 1833 school 
children. This included weighing 
measuring, examination cf -nose 
and throat, teeth and' general
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR 
FEBRUARY 17-22 
Community Bldg., Rockland








Warren School Teacher 
Has Close Call—Comb 
Found Atop Locomotive
Mrs. Dorothy Overlook of War­
ren, teacher of the North Noble­
boro school miraculously escaped 
death Monday morning at 8.45 
when the seenn she was driving 
on her way to school was struck 
by a freight train on the Canning 
Factory railroad crossing at Wins­
low's Mills.
The car was carried about a 
hundred yards by the train, then 
thrown to the side of the road 
up side down. Mrs. Overlock 
crawled from under the completely 
demolished car with only bruises 
and a bad shaking up. Mrs. Over­
lock’s grit was manifest by the 
fact that she wishedi to continue on 
to her school duties. However, the 
advice of friends dissuaded her 
from this course and she was 
taken to her home by Mr. Over­
look who had been promptly no­
tified.
When the big freight locomotive 
was being checked for possible 
damage at the Rockland round 
house, Mrs. Overlock's comb was 
found wedged against the smoke 
stack. There was no damage to 
the engine except a broken cow­
catcher.
health supervision of the child. 
This examination was completed 
in September and notices were sent 
to parents where any defect was 
found. The nurse was assisted with 
her clerical work during the School 
examinations by Miss Edith Gray 
an N.YA. student.
In October, November and De­
cember routine inspection has been 
given once each month to the 
grade children. Two cases have 
been investigated in the families 
of two service men, at the request 
of the Home Service Chairman 
of the local branch of the Red 
Cross.
Teacher Tenure Law
Is Strongly Favored By 
the Grange and the 
American Legion
Leading the list of Resolutions 
passed by the Maine State Grange 
in annual session at Bangor last 
December was a recommendation 
that the proposed Teacher Tenure 
Law be adopted. The resolution 
follows:
“Whereas, a strong system of 
public education is fundamental to 
our American way of living, and
“Whereas, a profession of in­
telligent, experienced, well-trained 
teachers is the key to a strong sys­
tem of public education, and
“Whereas, to do their best work 
, teachers should be freed from the
BASKETBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS
VS.
CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL BOYS AND GIRLS 
CAMDEN J. V. vs. ROCKLAND J. V. 
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
TUESDAY NIOHT, FEBRUARY 4
7.38 PM. ADMISSION 35c, 25c




Filmed and Presented By
KNOX COUNTY CAMERA CLUB
A MOTION PICTURE 
IN FULL NATURAL COLOR 
: : SHOWING : :
The Industrial and Recreational Activities of
Knox County in 1940
Two Pull Hours of Brilliant Entertainment
COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7
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Editor, WM. O. FULLER 
Associate Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions 83.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three 
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press 
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These 
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
THOSE KELP FRANCHISES
Betz Company Takes Exceptions To State­




The present State Legislature will pass upon a bill intro­
duced by Senator Francis H. Bate of Kennebec County en­
titled “An Act To Provide Higher Standards of Education by 
Securing To Teachers Greater Permanency of Employment.” 
Sponsored by the Maine Teachers’ Association, and already 
endorsed by the Maine State Grange and American Legion, 
the act promises to gather much momentum, and form an 
issue which the State solons cannot lightly regard. It aims 
to give Maine more efficient schools through having teacher 
dismissal based upon legal, orderly procedure and valid causes 
rather than having employment and dismissal threatened with 
domination by factional, partisan, selfish, religious, commer­
cial or political interference, and carries with it no need for a 
special appropriation. ' Sometimes known as an Indefinite 
Teacher Tenure Law, the bill promises teachers a legal basis 
for fair play and democratic justice and to bring to the teach­
ing profession a comparable security provided other efficient, 
public servants.
One of the main purposes of the Maine Teachers’ Associ­
ation is the advancement of the standards of education in 
Maine, and many months of thought and effort have been 
given to the development of the Tenure Bill. These commit­
tees have had the advice of men who are familiar with tenure 
conditions throughout the country. Under the act introduced 
by Senator Bate, the least possible protection is given to un­
desirable teachers while the better teachers are encouraged to 
work without fear of unfair dismissal or selfish interference.- 
The Act specifically states that beginning teachers must serve 
a probationary period of three years before they may be 
given tenure. A teacher who has served successfully in a com­
munity for more than three years and whose contract is re­
newed after this law goes into effect may give her entire 
attention to her work without fear of dismissal, demotion or 
suspension except for the following causes;
Immoral character or conduct unbecoming a teacher.
Physical or mental disability.
Incompetency or inefficiency.
Neglect of duty.
Discontinuance of service due to economy, lack of pupils 
or funds.
Willful refusal to obey the school laws of this State or the 
reasonable and lawful rules of the school committee.
LETTERS FROM THE CAPITOL
A weekly feature of this newspaper, appearing when pos­
sible in the Thursday issue, is the letter from the National 
Capitol, entitled “Washington—And You” and written by 
Margaret Chase Smith, the Representative to Congress from 
the Second Mftlne District. In these letters Mrs. Smith ex­
hibits a comprehension of National affairs, born not only of 
her brief experience in Congress, but her association in Wash­
ington with her late husband Clyde H. Smith who was her 
predecessor in the Second Maine Congressional seat. Mrs. 
Smith discusses timely issues with charming frankness and 
invites suggestions from her constituents, all with the vjew 
to giving this District the best service that it is possible to 
bestow. The Courier-Gazette is glad to announce that Wash­
ington letters are also to be furnished this paper by U. S. 
Senator Ralph O. Brewster, who was not long in getting his 
feet placed in the upper branch of Congress—assigned to the 
highly important committee on Naval Affairs. Senator 
Brewster, not infrequently referred to as “of Presidential 
caliber,” is unquestionably one of the country's leading states­
men today and one who will have an important part in shap­
ing its political destinies, even though he Ls so unfortunate 
as to be a minority member.
WHEN WILLKIE COMES
Wendell L. Willkie is coming back home this week to give 
Congress a first hand view of the actual situation in England. 
The curtailment of his visit unfortunately gives him no 
chance to see Ireland, as he had planned, but his dynamic 
personality and fearlessness feave him an opportunity to gain 
impressions of London and surrounding territory with a 
thoroughness which has not been possible for any other pri­
vate citizen. His researches have extended from royal per­
sonages to the man in the street—literally the man in the 
sewer—and he knows what England is doing and how it feels 
regarding the crisis so great that the next 60 or 90 days may 
settle Great Britain’s fate. Wendell Willkie has taken 
England by storm, and he is coming back home a greater 
man than when he went there—certainly much greater than 
some of the small-minded partisans who would seek to make 
him a political renegade.
pressure of political, partisan and 
selfish groups and from fear of un­
just dismissal; therefore be it
“Resolved: That we, the mem­
bers of the Maine State Grange, in
FREE
REGISTRATION
For the month of February 
on all of our used cars 
EVERY ONE GUARANTEED
1940 Dodge Coupe 
1937 Dodge Sedan 
1937 Dodge Sedan
1941 Plymouth DeLuxe 
Sedan
1939 Plymouth DeLuxe 
Sedan
1937 Chev. 2-Dr. Sedan 
1939 Chev. 2-Dr. Sedan 
1937 Oldsmobile Coupe 
1937 Chevrolet Panel 
1937 Dodge Panel 
1937 Dodge Pick-up
Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
54 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME. 
TEL. 124-W
i4-ie
regular session assembled, urge the 
adoption of the Indefinite Teacher 
Tenure Law as proposed by the 
Maine Teachers’ Association.” 
American Legion Supports It
At a meeting of the Department 
Officers and Department Executive 
Committee of The American Legion 
held in Waterville, Jan. 26, it was 
unanimously voted to approve and 
support an act providing for 
Teachers’ Tenure to be submitted 
to the £X)th Legislature of the 
State of Maine.
All Brownie scouts and Girl 
Scouts who took part in the pa­
triotic drill at Blue Bonnet Varie­
ties are requested to be at the Com­
munity Building Saturday at 4 









COR. PARK ST. A BROADWAY 
TEL. 1308-R* ROCKLAND
15T18
On at least two other occasions 
reference has been made in your 
newspaper to the fact that we had 
with the State of Maine a lease 
granting us the exclusive rights to 
harvest kelp for our operations 
within a restricted area and imply­
ing that in so doing, particular harm 
was done to the establishment of 
other similar industries.
A recent edition of your paper 
carrying an article entitled “An Im­
portant Unit of Rockland’s Indus­
trial Growth—The Algin Plant,” 
again emphasizes this implication, 
despite the fact that as late as last 
November, the writer personally ad­
vised you that our lease with the 
State of Maine covers less than 1 
percent of the total coast of the 
State. In fact, we know of several 
unleased kelp beds, within operat­
ing distance of Rockland.
In this article, you state—“The 
then Commissioner of Fisheries, as­
sured the company that no provision 
in State law existed for restricting 
anyone from harvesting kelp, but 
after establishing in Rockland, it 
was learned that a 30 year lease of 
all kelp beds, within any reasonable 
distance of Rockland, had been 
granted to others . . . The possi­
bility that due to the excessive cost 
of such operation, the company msy 
have to protect a large part of any 
future expansion at some point 
nearer the source of raw material, 
must be admitted.”
We realize that you are quoting 
the statement of one of the officials 
of the company in question. Our 
criticism is that you have published 
these statements—with all the un­
savory implications they carry— 
without bothering to check their 
accuracy. To keep the record 
straight, we feel you should be ad­
vised of the following facts:
In 1936, after making very com­
plete surveys of the coast of Maine, 
our company established its present 
plant in Rockland. The first thing 
we did was to examine the statutes 
and learned that some years prior, 
a law was enacted permitting the 
State to grant leases for the rignt 
of harvesting kelp. We immediately 
applied for a lease with the State 
and it was granted within the area 
for which we applied. Subsequently 
to this, the company about which 
you write in your article, came to 
Maine and decided they desired to 
undertake a similar industry.
Rodney Feyler was at that time 
Commissioner of Sea and Shore 
Fisheries and was fully aware of our 
existing lease. While we cannot 
vouch for the exact statement he 
made to their representative, we do 
definitely know that he advised 
them of our industry in Rockland 
and of the existing lease. Further­
more, this company first tried to 
establish its headquarters in Booth-
bay Harbor, a section not covered 
by our existing lease. Being unsuc­
cessful ln this, they later decided to 
establish in Rockland, despite the 
fact that they must have known cf 
our lease.
We are most sympathetic to the 
industrial needs of Rockland and 
have tried to be good citizens of your 
city. We have given employment to 
many and have spent a considerable 
sum of money in your community. 
We cannot help but feel that with 
repeated mention in your paper, 
there is the urge to inform your 
citizens that we are the direct cause 
of a harmful effect, because we were 
the first to successfully establish a 
kelp harvesting industry in Rock­
land and because of our existing 
lease with the State of Maine, to 
protect our raw materials. If this 
statement is incorrect, why the 
threat in the closing sentence of the 
article referred to—“future expan­
sion (of this plant to be made) at 
some point nearer the source of raw 
material?”
We are property owners in Rock­
land. We pay our taxes and our 
bills promptly. We hope to remain 
good citizens in your community 
and to give even greater employ­
ment to your people. Facilities at 
our plant are being greatly expand­
ed at the present time, to increase 
our production during the coming 
season.
We seek no publicity and ask for 
nothing in this respect. We are not 
even requesting that you publish this 
letter. But, we do feel that your 
repeated efforts to picture us as 
hampering the growth of similar in­
dustrial development in our own 
community, is both an unjustified 
and unneighborly attitude, and one 
which we strongly resent.
W. H. & L. D. Betz. 
By L. Drew Betz
[The recent article to which Mr. 
Betz refers came in the form of a 
voluntary statement from the Algin 
corporation and directly quotes its 
official spokesman, the president of 
the company. That there should be 
a difference of opinion as to the 
kelp bed franchises is a matter of 
regret; and it is also deeply re­
gretted by the publishers that any 
spirit of hostility should be read 
into the few articles which have 
been printed. The Courier-Gazette 
wants to see both concerns prosper 
but doesn’t relish the idea of being 
made blamable for the differences cf 
opinion which exist between the 
two industries. The Betz company’s 
position in the matter was given 
prominence ln these columns last 
year; and space is also cheerfully 
given the above communication. 
This paper desires only to publish 
the news regarding both plants, and 
hopes that any further controversy 
as to the franchise rights will be be­
tween the parties concerned.—Ed.]
(By The Roving Reporter)
Charles Emery, who has been 
spending the past three months 
in New York, has written a story 
entitled “The Mist of Texas,” which 
will appear in the next two issues 
of this paper. It tells how a woman 
solved a crying p-oblem, and Is 
based on a poem by Margaret El­
well which recently appeared in 
this paper,
Sidney L. Winslow, the versatile 
Vinalhaven writer, is sending me 
an article concerning Vinalhaven 
bands, past and present, with some 
illustrations. The author of the 
"Fourth Reader” series confesses 
himself surprised and pleased over 
the reception accorded to the arti­
cles. The poem, “The Gray Swan," 
will appear in due season.
Writes Mrs. Irvin Simpson of 
North Haven:
I would like to ask the readers 
who are bird-lovers, and who have 
feeding stations near their homes, 
if anyone can beat my record for 
varieties of birds feeding at one 
time in the safe ibush. Saturday 
I saw a downy woodpecker, purple 
finches (male and female) Juncos 
and chickadees. Among other on 
the list who come for food are the 
chipping sparrow, golden crowned
kinglets, grosbeaks and always 
"starlings” Their variety of food 
that is in the bush consists of suet, 
lettuce, apple core, peanut butter 
and doughnuts (molasses and choc­
olate).
With Sidney L. Winslow promis­
ing band sketches for Vinalhaven, 
and Iree Member burning midnight 
oil on three North Haven band 
sketches, some readers will get the 
impression that the Fox Islands are 
band-minded.
The Census Bureau says that al­
most twice as many people die 
from motor-vehicle accidents as 
from the following causes of death 
put together; Typhoid and para­
typhoid fever, measles, scarlet 
fever, whooping cough, diphtheria, 
epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, 
and malaria.
One year ago: Rev. Fr. James 
Savage of Belfast succeeded the 
late Rev. James A. Flynn as pastor 
of St. Bernard's Church.—Lou Hart 
Morrill, 60, died in Rockport.—Miss 
Mary L. Haskell resigned as teach­
er in the High Schol commercial 
department to become assistant to 
the secretary of the Maine Teach­
ers' Association.—Mrs. Leona Burns, 
89, died in Washington.
DOROTHY TRASK TAKES LEAD
Jumps From Third Place To First In 
Sharp Race For Food Fair Honors
The popularity contest for the 
title of “Miss Rockland” in the 
Community Pood Fair is gaining
on the Friday counting. Only a 
little over 5000 votes separates first 







ground every day with the contest­
ants straining every effort to sell 
their season tickets and collect 
Courier-Gazette vote coupons to 
push themselves ahead with each 
vote counting which takes place 
on Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
of each week at the Chamber of 
Commerce offices between 4 and 
5 p. m.
The counting of Monday saw 
Dorothy Trask shoot from third 
position to first with a slight lead 
over Lucille Melvin who is in sec­
ond place. Mary Snow dropped 
from second to third with the 
other contestants riding in about 
J the same positions as they were
from the Keag. Dorothy Baum, 
is pulling up fast and promises to 
be in at the finish as does Ebba 
Kalloch and Annie Brooks. Some­
what of an upset is predicted when 
some of the girls In the lower 
bracketts turn in their votes and 
cash for tickets, one girl is said 
to be able to go close to the top in 
one jump.
There will be a meeting of all 
contestants at the offices of the 
Chamber of Commerce at 4 p. m 
Friday. All contestants must be 
present and be prepared to balance 
accounts with Mrs. Seavey at this 
time.
The list of prizes is growing daily
Wanted: A Doctor Has Queen Notions
St. George Without One,
Will Select Dr. Leach’s 
Successor in Town Meeting
The SOS. call sent out by the 
town of St. George for a resident 
physician is bearing fruit. The 
following applications have already 
been received from physicians, to 
whom the town’s tempting offer 
appeals.
Fred T. Sullivan, Monmouth.
Charles N. Dennison, Swan’s 
Island.
Benjamin N. Cohen, Cambridge,
Mass.
Wiggin L. Merrill, Middleboro,
Mass.
George Saurthiff, Clinton, Me.
Joseph A. Stanglo, North Provi­
dence, R. I.
J. A. Sinclitico, Lawrence, Mass.
Everett F Conlogue, Fairfield.
The departure of Dr. C. H. Leach 
left the town without resident med­
ical service.
His sucessor will be selected in a Miss Nlckerson> dau?hter
special town meeting. of and Nickerson of
Lincolnville, is a candidate for the 
Snow Bowl Queen contest in con­
nection with the Camden Winter 
Sports Carnival. Miss Nickerson 
is 15 and a student at Camden 
High School. She is prominent in 
Winter sports, skating being her 
favorite.
—photo by Ha tell
A Defense Plane
Legislature will receive today a 
bill, sponsored by Senator Albert 
B. Elliot of Thomaston, Which 
would1 provide that the State main­
tain an airplane in connection 
with its defense activities. The 
plane would be equipped with 
a two-way radio and used to carry 
out the defense commission’s du-
and the winners are going to be 
happy girls with the articles that 
they are going to receive as prizes.
The season tickets which the girls 
are selling are priced at one dollar 
and allow 11 admissions to the Food 
Fair. Every issue of The Courier- 
Gazette carries a vote coupon that 
is worth 20 votes in the contest J 
save them for the girl you are 
backing.
The standing at 5 p. m. of Mon­
day was as follows:
Dorothy Trask .................... 36.320
Lucille Melvin ...................„ 35,500
Mairy Snow ......................... 30.930
Dorothy Baum .................... 24,720
Ebba Kalloch ...................... 21,200
Annie Brooks ....................... 19,220
Ruby Elliott .......................... 14,780
Mary Anastasio .................... 14,400
Ruth McMahon ............  13,360
Eleanor Porter .................... 11,100
Edith Rich .................  10.760
Rosalie Harvey .................... 10,760
Josephine Farrington .......... 10,480
Evelyn Willis ........................ 10,160
Barbara Rogers ................... 10.040
Miriam Leppanen ............... 10.000 1 gr»pb
ties and “be available for any 
military necessity.” Money to pur­
chase and equip the plane would 
be taken from proceeds of bonds 
authorized sometime ago for mili­
tary purposes.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
It I had my life to live again I 
would have made a rule to read some 
poetry and listen to some music at 
least once a week The lose of these 
tastes la a loss of happlneas.—Charles 
Darwin
IF I COULD BE A CERTAIN 
TIME OF DAY
If I could be a oertaln time of day. 
I’d be the moment after dawn at 
se*.
My heart a throbbing. Incandescent 
ray.
Glorying ln the bright Immensity.
I'd be that time of year ln froaen 
fields.
When lonely trappers pause upon 
the snow
With awful hush, to hear how Win- 
ter yields
To Infant brooks. Invisible below.
I'd be that time of life we all once 
knew.
When, freshly landed from a secret 
shore.
The wondering eye found heaven* 
boundless blue
Almost recalled tbe teasing hereto­
fore.
The book of knowledge would be 
waiting, hasped.
But the baffling, primal glory 
nearly grasped.
Stephen Allen Lavender ip Kalelflo.




Every wise woman bulldeth her 
house; hut the foolish plucketh it 
down with her own hands—Pro­
verbs 14: 1. ■
Winners In the Ice Carnival Saturday at Community Park
THE





The following band t la w 3 
sent to Iree Member by Lu-Uei V 
Clark just before his sudden < - 
mlse. The tragic passing of this 
good man and talented musician 
has cast a shadow on 1941 for 
many of us. Iree Member is very 
sad and much shocked. Luther 
was a kind and true friend of 
mine for nearly a half century. 
Just before his tragic passing he 
sent in the following for the Iree 
Member corner.
Friend Iree Member;—
I have received the following in­
formation from Edwin Anderson. 
I have recollections of two Thom­
aston bands previous to the organ­
ization of the first Boys’ Band 
but recall so few of the members 
that I would not attempt a list. 
The first Boys' Band was organized 
about 1908 and was I believe only 
the second in the state at that 
time, the other being St. Cecelia 
Band of Lewiston. Shortly after 
a boys’ band was organized by H. 
D. Farnham at Rockland and sev­
eral of the players subsequently 
became members of the Thomas­
ton Band.
To the best of my remembrance 
the membership of the original 
Boys' Band was as follows: H. E. 
Kirkpatrick, leader; Alvah Whit­
more and Edward (Nedi K. Hanly, 
E flat bass; Oliver Hahn, B flat 
bass; Harold Jameson, baritone, at 
present flute; Wilson Foster and 
Maurice Athearn, tenors; Gleason 
Cogan and Clifford Brasier, altos; 
Earle Starrett, Maynard Shaw, 
Fred’ Linnell, Clarence Oliver, Al- 
* bert Mank, Edward Andrews and 
Ernest Prescott, cornets; Charles 
Rose, Edwin Anderson, Victor 
Prescott, Ray Wilson, Lisle Wilson, 
clarinets; Oscar Anderson, tenor 
drum major. Of these Director 
Kirkpatrick. ‘ Ned ’ Hanly, Clifford 
Brasier, Clarence Oliver and Ray
Wilson are now deceased.
After several months of playing 
the above group were supplemen- 
’ ted by the addition of Cleveland 
Sampson, trombone, now also de­
ceased; Ross Wilson, cornet; Lu­
ther A. Sanbon and Earl Wilson,
clarinet; all fomer bandsmen.
Some years later when the band 
was reorganized ’’Cleve” Sampson 
took up the E flat bass. ’’Buck” 
Orbeton and Elston Luce Joined as 
trombonists; Donald Clark, alto 
and Ernest Munro as drummer.
You spoke of Dr. “Blue” Eaton 
of the Rockland Band, being such 
an excellent drum major, and he 
certainly did look swell at the 
head of a band, however, I believe 
that Charles Cook of the Rockland 
Band, deserves mention as be the 
best baton swinger who ever pa­
raded the streets of Rockland, and 
no doubt you remember him throw­
ing and whirling #the baton Way 
above the trolley wires and catch­
ing it s-pinning and continuing its 
swirling. However I recollect one 
time when lt descended It hit the 
trolley wire and bounded off so 
that he could not recover it before
—
Basketball Battles
Trojans Win Snug One • «
In a game playeci in Union Fri­
day night, the Rockland Trojans 
nosed out the Union Stags 36 to 
34. Union had much the better 
of the first half, the end of which 
found1 them on the long end of a 
17 to 10 score. Opening the sec­
ond half, Rockland began pass­
ing and shooting brilliantly, and 
with Cole making several rebound 
shots managed to go ahead with 




Rogers, if ............. 10 2
CPle, rf ................. 6 1 13
Winchenbach. c .... 4 19
Chishclm. rg ...... 4 2 10




Esancy, If ............... 5 3 13
Eaton, rf ............... 2 15
Fisher, c ..._............. 3 0 6
Heald, rg ................ 3 17
Payson, lg .... . ...... 0 3 3






TALK OF THE TO1
«, — Warren — Parent Te 
ausplc'-s Wommi'H Club
Feb 8—Reunion of Knox-Ur 
rsnstem State Normal School A
at Copper Kettle 
Feb 7—“Knox County On Par
. full color motion picture pre*' 
i.v The Knox County Camera 
«r the Community Building.
FVb 7—New Harbor Two act 
•■The New Minister Arrives" at
C 8Feb° 10 Kiwanis Charter Nlgl.
Hotel Rockland.
"Feb. 11—Celebration of Odd Fel 
9Sth anniversary.
^Feb 13—Lincoln’. Birthday.
Feb’ 12-13—Junior Class play, 
Wild Night.”Wpeb 14 St. Valentine's Day 
Feb 14— Kippy Karnival at H
mnd High School.
F»b 14-16 —Camden— Outing
( lFeb'Bl7-22—Community Food 1 
Feb’ 21—Educational Club nv
at O A B nail.Feb 22—Washington’s Blrthdn 
peb. 20—Ash Wednesday; Len
g'peb 28 Thespian Society pr< 
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’41 Chev. Town Sedan 
’40 Plymouth Tr. Sedan 
’38 Ford V2 Ton Pick-up 
’39 Mercury Coupe 
’37 Chev. Town Sedan 
'36 Graham Sedan 
'34 Pontiac Sedan
A Choice of 50 Others
ir.c , NT
An ice carnival, sponsored by
the Girls’ Athletic Club, was held ♦
Saturday at Community Park, with 
the eighth grade of Junior High 
School winning the cup for the 
mast points, 43. The Senior class 
won 36 points and me seventh 
grade 30.
Committees in charge were, gen­
eral chairman, Miss Gerry Norton; 
food, Carol Hall. Pauline Spear and 
Ruth Wotton; awards, Edith Rich, 
Alice Bohn, Marion Curtis; pub­
licity, Mary Wotton, Margery Mills,
“Your Uncle Dudley”
■ * V « » * ' .
Takes His Pen In Hand 
and Retails North 
Haven Gossip
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Once more Elmer Hopkins has 
filled both his ice houses with 12 
to 14 inch hard blue ice the kind 
that makes ice boxes tingle next 
Fourth of July.
Once again the selectmen have 
closed the town books and: have 
the report in the hands of the 
printer. Watch out, the town re­
ports will soon appear and then 
we can check up on what has been 
accomplished and get Town Meet­
ing spirit aroused as not better in-
It hit the pavement. His stick 
was silver color and' he twirled1 it 
so fast it looked like one solid 
mass of silver.
We must not forget Eddie Em­
mons of Bath, who was the best 
dressed drum major ever to ap­
pear with the Rockland Band. I 
think that he has over 100 very 
showy uniforms, which are always 
nicely cleaned and pressed. He is 
still living in Bath, and he, with 
his suits, is always- ready for en­
gagements.
Iree wishes to add to the above 
hLs thanks to the editor for cor­
rection in regard to the "Singhi 
Band ' sketch and the clearing of 
the matter of names bought to 
mind a yarn which was told to me 
many years ago. I am not sure, 
but think Jake Stewart was the one 
who told it to me. As Iree Member 
it went about as follows. 1
Fred had a brother who had a 
yen to trek to California—and to 
that sunny State he went. After 
a time he had a yen to come back 
to good old Maine. Fate had not 
smiled1 upon him, financially, and 
he was forced to admit that his 
only hope of getting back here was 
to "ride the rods” clear acrass the 
country.
Every time he was caught as a 
stowaway he was kicked with con­
siderable violence but he doggedly 
repeated1 the offense and although 
he soon got in the habit of stand­
ing instead of sitting, he persisted. 
In Boston he was caught again 
by the same conductor who had 
caught him three .times before. 
“I believe you are the same fel­
low that I Kicked off this train at 
the last stop,” bellowed? the con­
ductor.
“I am.” said the Rockland man.
‘'Well," said the conductor, “you 
are a persistent cuss, what is your 
name and where are you headed 
for?"
“I am headed for Rockland. Me., 
and by thunder. I'm going to get 
there if the seat of my britches 
holds out.”
The above may or may not be 
true but that's the way I heard 
it.
(To be continued)




with 20 Votes in the “Mbs Rockland" Contest at the 
Community Food Fair.
10-18
Priscilla Brazier and Dorothy Hav­
ener. The officials were, starter, 
Raymond Bowden; clerk of course, 
William Felker; judges, Paul Nut­
ter and Edwin Edwards, Jr.
A hockey game between Rock­
land High School and Maine School 
of Commerce of Bangor ended in a 
3-3 tie and the score remained tie 
in an overtime period.
The results of the carnival;
Jr. High girls’ 1 lap race: Jean­
nette Gardner, 1st; Mary Lou Duff, 
2d; Marilyn Robishaw, 3d.
Jr. High boys' 1 lap race: Thomas
Anastasio. 1st; William Powell, 2d; 
Horatio Knight, 3d
Sr. High 2 lap race for girls: Ar­
lene Hill, 1st; Dorothy Havener, 
Gerry Norton.
Sr. High 2 lap race for boys: Ev­
erett Small, 1st; Kenneth Mig- 
nault, 2d; Walter Butler, 3d,
Jr. High 2 lap race for girls: Nor­
ma Ramsdell, 1st; Mary Lou Duff, 
2d; Lilia Johnson, 3d.
Jr High 2 lap race for boys: Wil­
liam Powell, 1st; Charles Philbrook. 
2d.; Horatio Knight, 3d.
Sr. High 3 lap race for girls: Ar-
(lene Hill, 1st; Doris Weymouth, 2d; 
Gerry Norton, 3d
Sr. High 4 lap race for boys: 
Luke Dorr, 1st; Walter Butler. 2d; 
Kenneth Mignault, 3d.
Summary of the hockey game:
Maine School of Commerce: Bry­
ant, Iw; Day, c; Hatch, rw; Stone, 
ld; Gould'rd; Murdock, g.
Rockland High: Kalloch, lw; 
Clancy, c; J. Storer, rw; Small, ld; 
Emerson, rd; Snow, g.
Spares: Rockland, Salo, Butler, 
Coffey. M. S. C., Washburn, Baker.
' Aucion. Referee, Ffench.
13 8 34
The Skowhegan High School 
football schedule has been an­
nounced. The team will play in 
Rockland Oct. 4. Make your plans 
now to be present.
The way The Courier-Gazette Want Ads get results will 
please you. W hat’s more, you’ll get them more cheaply 
than any other way. And that will please you some more! 
You can’t beat ’em—whether you want to Buy, Trade, 
Rent or Sell.
Call 770—Ask For An Ad-Taker!
stitution has ever been established 
whereby the people have a chance 
to free speech and settle all the 
difficult ties.
Sherman Cooper, Lewis Haskell 
and Franklin Waterman have been 
called to the Buxton factory in 
Springfield, Mass., where they have 
employment. Mr. Buxton who is 
the owner of this factory is often 
seen in North Haven, having now 
two properties here that he has 
developed which has helped to 
make employment so that these 
men who take an interest in North 
Haven makes us feel that we are 
fortunate in many ways for having 
their support.
Another boy Keith Beverage has 
the spirit of American youth and 
has enlisted in the U. S. Army, ex­
pects to join the infantry and go 
eventually to Panama.
LaBt report from the North 
Haven boys who left Fort Slocum— 
Private Arthur Calderwood, Charles 
Baid, Hugh Parsons and Harold 
Morrison’—were that they had a 
call with Paul Brown in the Pana­
ma I wonder if they did much 
talking. I think we cld folks at 
heme can just picture what a 
friendly meeting that must have 
been and now they have left Angel 
Island, Calif., on one of the trans­
ports which will take them next 
to the Philippines. As we reflect 
on this trip and think of them 
what an experience it all must be 
and how much it will add to thy 
life to serve their Country much 
as we hate to think of them be­
ing so far from home. Our best 
wishes g<j with them.
North Haven people are disturbed 
to hear of the condition Of Capt. 
Rodeick Gillis who is confined in 
State Street Hospital in Portland, 
Mrs. Elmer Carver and daughter 
Marion has just retumed from 
there and report his condition as 
very poorly. Nervous exhaustion 
and collapse due to his hard work 
which has been brought on this 
past year serving at his post Cap­
tain of one of the large freighters 
the Black Point transporting coal 
from Norfolk, Virginia to Portland, 
Me. Another North Haven boy 
who has made good and held down 
a most responsible position. We 
hope for his recovery.
We also hear from Mrs. Carver 
from Mrs. Noyes, Miss Gould and 
Mrs. Poole where she called on 
them at the Congress Square Hotel 
where they are stopping for the 
Winter. We understand they are 
about and doing things so are 
pleased to hear from them.
We wish the Florida people 
would drop a line to The Cour­
ier-Gazette as we think of them 
down in the sun while we are shiv­
ering up here in the North with 
the temperature around six to 10 
above zero every morning. January 
has surely done its part to make 
us realize what a New England 
Winter is once more.
We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. 
Austin Joy in Camden, on the ar­
rival of their boy David Austin. 
Grandpa Leon and Granma Mabel 
from now out.
Tire Church expects Mr and 
Mrs. Holt of Rockport to move 
into the parsonage Feb. 5 for two 
months as Mr. Holt will be our 
minister in the absence of Mr. 
Huse. It will be rather cheery to 
see the lights going 3gain in the 
parsonage. We are in touch with 
Mr. and Mrs. Huse every week 
from Waynesboro, Virginia, where 
they are stoplng with their son
Herbert who is a chemist for the 
Dupont Co.
We miss Mr. and Mrs. Tabbutt 
who were called to North Dixmont 
by the death of Mrs. Tabbutt's 
brother-in-law. They are to be 
away, about a month.
The first degree was conferred 
on Arthur Emerson by the Knights 
of Pythias Tuesday and enjoyed by 
about 20 of its members. All of 
the brother knights are requested 
to be present tins Tuesday as a 
very helpful meeting is expected. 
As you all know how we like the 
second degree.
penter.
The faithful steamer North 
Haven has not missed a trip so 
far this Winter. We appreciate 
this service.
Plenty of debate in the Lease and 
Lend Bill. Through the papers and 
over the air come the differences 
of opinion. Those who love de­
mocracy are certainly looking 
toward’ the future and wondering 
can it survive. We surely like to 
believe that England with cur 
help can win this war. This is 
certainly a great struggle for 
power and our great hope is that
s
The Weather
With chains on half of the 
and chains off the other hai 
are slipping along toward tiie 
month of Spring Sunday 
Candlemas Day, and of much i 
concern than the ground: 
shadow was whether you still 
•half your corn and half your 
half your wood and half your <• 
And half enough to pay your in 
tax. Twenty-two above this n> 
ing and a suspicion of snow in 
air.
The Knox County Colby Clui; 
vltes all Colby graduates am: 
mer students with wives or 
bands to attend the meeting nt 
tomorrow night at Tne Ci 
Kettle. Prof. W. J Wilkinson 
be the speaker at 730, at w 
• time the public is invited in.
The Young People's Society [ England stands and with what aid
which was invited to Vinaiha’t'i . we can ^ve ^er we see ^e 
was toicially ent;- tained. Pfitzs Hitler rule banished from the 
Harvey Calderwood and Wii-t earth.
Hopkins landed us safely across Mrs. Carver recently called on 
the throughfare, and' with cars ^rs- Noyes. Miss Gould and Mrs. 
waiting on the other side we soon 1 ^oole at the Congress Square 
J Hotel where they are spending the 
Winter.
fimxt/p..
Mr# /rs Tr/euply &ry/se /l#j> Ixceuent
foot Values, Ma Ban/s# Vuur M/mry/
The Camden High School 
and girls come to Rockland toi. 
to play the High School baskt 
teams, at Community building 
spite of the fact that Rocklui 
at the head of the league stan 
and Camden at the present 
at the bottom, the games will 
nish the same high interest 
these two age-old rivals ah 
arouse.
were in the warm vestry of the 
Vinalhaven church where the 
group of the Young People there 
met us. We were escorted to the 
church auditorium where they 
Conducted the meeting and held 
their installation. It was a very 
impressive meeting and the j young 
people are to be congratulated for 
having this well organized society. 
Much credit is due their leader 
Mrs. Vera Johnson and the co­
operation of their pastor and wife 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook. It 
is a credit to any church to have 
this work done by young people 
and it can not but help their lives 
as well as the community.
Fresh scallops are brought in 
which are enjoyed and many have 
been, shipped.
' The smelters have made one good 
haul this Winter, something like 
five tons and’ we are on the watch 
for another killing.
Mrs. Carl Bunker is spending a 
few days in Springfield. Mass, 
where Carl has employment as car-
The gross receipts from the Presi­
dent's ball were $53.- The expen­
ses were $7.84, and $45.16 was sent 
to the county chairman. Herman 
W. Crockett was local chairman.
Your Uncle Dudley
A game similar to baseball was 
played in parts of Britain long 
before 1402. the year in which 
America was discovered by Col­
umbus.
South America, which formerly 
shipped all its insect speciments to 
Germany for identification, now is 
shipping them by the thousands 
to the United States.
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You'll be delighted with D&H
I . e
Anthracite. From the first “cold* 
snap” in Fall 'till the last gasp 
of Winter-this pure, rich coal
« > A e»
will respond to your every need. 
Phone us for prompt, clean, 
courteous service.
CALL 487
M. B. & G. 0. PERRY 
ROCKLANO ME.











TUNA FISH ALL WHITE
GORTON AND PEW 
MACKEREL Just Like Fresh






Strand Theatre is closed 
tomorrow, while a new boile 
being installed. In order noi 
disappoint the hundreds 
wished to see "The Thief of 
dad”—a truly wonderful picti^ 
Manager Dandeneau pron: 
shifted It from the Strand to 
Theatre where it is having its 
showing today. The schedule.' 
both theatres for the balani 











COCOA JX LB CAN
STOCK UP
The current issue of “Fe< 
Record,’’ monthly publication 
the Federal Life & Casualty 
pany, contains a page devote: 
New Year’s greetings to Pre : 
Cliff, and the author was our 
W. W. Morse, former Rocklan 
surance salesman long since 
to the office of vice presides 
the Detroit company. The 
eluding paragraph says; "With 
need of personal as well a. 
tional preparedness filling 
thoughts of men, we are toda 
a position to render greater 
lie service, and I am confident 
the good new days of the 
ahead will open wider horizon' 
for those who are willing to , 
be progressively profitable ' 
another page Ls a poem, cut 
‘‘Happy Birthday Dad " The 
are dedicated to Vice Pre 
Morse, and were written bv 
daughter Norma, who display 
creditable talent for verse
2 in I SHOE POLISH 3
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CANS
(PASTE) For flying instruction see Ch 
Treat, 68 Grace St,, Rocklar 
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Visit Lucien K. Green & 
second floor, 16 School street. 
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. 
Coats and Cloth Coats, at modi 
prices.
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F „ _ warren — Parent Teacher
auspice Woman's Club.
b 6—Reunion of Knox-Lincoln 
pArern State Normal School Alumni
„ at Copper Kettle.
AF,b 7_‘Knox County On Parade”, 
. full color motion picture presented 
m The Knox County Camera Club
the Community Building.
“ F>t> 7 New Harbor— Two art play 
..•p,P New Minister Arrives” at Surf
1 Feb° 10 Klwanls Charter Night at 
untel RocKland.
F’eb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellows’ 
anniversary.
Feb 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb’ 12-13—Junior Class play, “One
WFVb N14tlt-St. Valentine’s Day.
Lb’ H Kippy Karnival at Rock-
Hud High School.Feb 14 16 —Camden— Outing Club
CSFVb'817-22—Community Food Fair. 
ppt)' 21- Educational Club meeting
-• gaR- hall.Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday.
Feb 26—Ash Wednesday; Lent be-
g Feb 28 Thespian Society presents 




With chains on half of the time, 
and chains off the other half we 
are slipping along toward the first 
month of Spring. Sunday was 
Candlemas Day, and of much more 
concern than the groundhog’s 
shadow was whether you still had 
•half your corn and half your hay, 
half your wood and half your coal.” 
And half enough to pay your income 
tax Twenty-two above this morn­
ing and a suspicion of snow in the 
air.
The Knox County Colby Club in­
vites all Colby graduates and for­
mer students with wives or hus­
bands to attend the meeting at 6.30 
tomorrow night at The Copper 
Kettle Prof. W. J. Wilkinson will 
be tiie speaker at 7.30, at which 
tune the public is invited in.
The Camden High School boys 
and girls come to Rockland .tonight, 
to plav the High School basketball 
teams, at Community building. In 
spite of the fact that Rockland is 
at the head of the league standing 
and Camden at the present time 
at the bottom, the games will fur­
nish the same high interest that 
these two age-old rivals always 
arouse.
Strand Theatre is closed until 
tomorrow, while a new boiler is 
being installed. In order not to 
disappoint the hundreds wKb 
wished to see “The Thief of Bag­
dad’—a truly wonderful picture— 
Manager Dandeneau promptly 
shifted it from the Strand to Park 
Theatre where it is having its final 
showing today. The schedules for 
both theatres for the balance of 
the week will be as originally ad­
vertised.
The current issue of “Federal 
Record,” monthly publication of 
the Federal Life & Casualty Com­
pany, contains a page devoted to 
New Year's greetings to President 
Cliff, and the author was our own 
W. W Morse, former Rockland in­
surance salesman long since risen 
to the office of .vice president of 
the Detroit company. The con­
cluding paragraph says: “With the 
need of personal as well as na­
tional preparedness filling the 
thoughts of men, we are today in 
a position to render greater pub­
lic service, and I am confident that 
the good new days of the year 
ahead will open wider horizons, and 
for those who are willing to work, 
be pnogressively profitable?’ On 
another page Ls a poem, entitled 
Happy Birthday Dad.” The lines 
are dedicated to Vice President 
Morse, and were written by his 
daughter Norma, who displays a 
creditable talent for verse.
Tor flying instruction see Charlie 
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.— 
adv. 2-tf
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son's 
second floor, 16 School street, Odd 
Mlows Block, City, for Furs, Fur 
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate 
Prices. 9-tf
indigestion
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Members of the Rockland High School hockey team which has an average season, taking one game each 
from the Alumni and Cony High School of Augusta; dropping one Rach to Gardiner and Maine School of 
Commerce. At the ice carnival at Community Park Saturday it played the Maine School of Commerce to a 
3 to 3 tie. The team is coached by David Mazzeo. Front row, left to right: Elmer Havener, Everett Clancy. 
Bertram Snow, Andrew Coffey, Sulo Salo. Second row: David Mazzeo coach, Elmer Small, John Storer, John 
Emerson, Carl Kalloch, George Staples, Sam Rankin. —Photo by Cullen.
Rockland Society of Hard of 
Hearing will meet Thursday with 
Mrs. Gladys Thomas, 47 Broad St.
George W. Dyer of the Camden- 
Rockport Lions Club has been ap­
pointed international counsellor by 
virtue of having held the office 
of district governor.
Ski Gulls will meet Thursday at 
7.30, in their club room over H. H. 
Crie & Co. The movie ‘‘Skiing 
with Hannes Schneider” will be 
attend, and anyone from 8 to 80 
shown. All members are urged to 
interested in skiing is invited. Ski 
heil!
The 25th anniversary and re­
dedication of the hall of Knox 
Lodge I.OO.F. will be held next 
Tuesday, when the public is invited 
to attend open house. Among those 
to be present at services that night 
are John W. Thornton, grand mas­
ter of Lewiston, Ellery Bowden, 
grand representative of Winterport, 
Prank L. Douglas of Augusta, grand 
patriarch, Susie G. Baker, president 
of auxiliary of Bangor, and Leslie 
G. Jacobs of Apburn, grand mar­
shal, who was also at the dedica­
tion of the new hall 25 years ago. 
An entertainment and dancing will 
be enjoyed, and refreshments will 
be served.
BORN
Gardner—At Farmington. Feb. 3, to 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gardner, a 
daughter Carol Ann.
Mitchell—At Stonington. Jan 22, 
to Mr. and Mrs. Ashley MltcheU, a 
daughter—Beverly Faye.
Batty—At Spruce Head. Jan. 31, to 
Mr. and Mrs Fred C. Batty, Jr , a 
daughter Eleanor Florence.
DIED
Palmer—At Reekland, Feb. 4, George 
W. Palmer, aged 72 years. 11 months, 
No funeral arrangements yet made.
Spear—At Rockland, Feb. 3, Fannie 
L , widow of Charles A. Spear, aged 
75 years. 9 months. 24 days. Funeral 
Thursday at 2 o'clock from Burpee 
funeral home.
Field At Rockland. Feb. 1. Lizzie I. 
Field, aged 79 years. 8 months 4 days. 
Funeral Tuesday at 10.30 a. m. from 
Russell funeral home.
Holland -At Stonington, Jan. 28. 
Mrs. Rebecca Holland, aged 78 years. 
Interment in Weed cemetery. West 
Stonington.
Porter -At Waterville, Feb. 2. Glen­
da L. Porter, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Leslie Porter of Camden, aged 1 
year. 11 months, 23 days. Funeral 
Wednesday at 2 o’clock, from real- 
denceWeliman—At Camden. Jan. 31, Na­
thaniel E Wellman, aged 89 years.
Saunders At Dorchester, Mass., reb. 
2 Jacob P. Saunders, aged 86 years. 
8’ months. 19 days. Burial ln Sea 
View cemetery.Simmons—At Friendship. Feb. 1. 
Samuel Simmons, aged 95 years. 2 
months. 3 days. Funeral Tuesday at 
2 o’clock from Advent dru ren. in- 
terment ln Village cemetery.
Trowbridge At Waldoboro. Jan. 31. 
Lucy M Trowbridge, aged 89 years 6 
months. 13 days. Interment ln Brook 
land cemetery.  <•—-------------
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Lou H. Morrill.
What would we give his hand to clasp 
His patient face to see
To hear his voice, to see his smile 
As ln the days that used to be . 
But some sweet day we’ll meet again 
Beyond the toll and strife
And clasp each other s hand once 
more
In heaven, that happy life.
His wile, daughter and family.
Beano at G.A.R. hall Thursday 
2 15 P- m. Feb. 6. Door prize, sea­










, CLAREMOST ST. TEL. 66- 
BOCKLAND, me.
Enjoyed Their Stay
Maurice Shepherd Writes 
Of Visit To Chelsea—Well 
Behaved Soldiers
Writing from Mitchel Field, L. I.. 
N. Y., where he has just returned 
from the CheLsea, Mass., State Ar­
mory, Private Maurice Shepherd
says:
‘‘The stay at Chelsea, during the 
‘Air Warning Test’ maneuvers 
proved to be enjoyable as well as 
instructive. Friday, following the 
close of the test, the wcmen volun­
teers of Massachusetts gave a sup­
per, with dancing, and it was a 
very enjoyable affair. Saturday 
evening, a supper, entertainment 
and dance, was given the company 
by the Mayor of Chelsea, and 
American Legion, which was also 
a very fine time.
“Sunday at the restaurant, where 
a part of the company was privi­
leged to take meals, the proprietor 
served a turkey dinner, with fix­
ings, free of charge, with his com­
pliments.
“The captain of the outfit, ex­
pressed gratitude to the 225 soldiers 
that none had misbehaved, during 
their stay in Chelsea, which was a 
good record to cary back
The boys were all a little reluc­
tant to leave, but will always re­
member their stay there, having 
been treated so fine by everybody.
“Arriving at Mitchel Field, we 
were changed from hangar quar­
ters to barracks, which are even 
more comfortable. Last reports 
were, we were to be in quarantine, 
as measles are having their fling 
in some divisions. But this has 
not come to pass, as yet. We have 
a lot to be thankful for that we 
are quartered at one of the finest 
posts in the United States. We are 
not sure how long we will be here, 
as we are due to be transferred to 
Chicopee. We take what comes, 
and adapt ourselves to all changes, 
but as yet have not had it too 
tough.”
The Knox County Fish and 
Game Association will hold a 
stag meeting at the Snow Bowl 
next Tuesday night. Supper at 
6.45.
A friend who signs “L E A.” sends 
us a snapshot cf the steamship 
Manhatttan, which went ashore at 
Palm Beach. The picture was a 
bit dim for reproduction, but was 
very interesting as it showed the 
ship's close proximity to the shore.
“BOMBS WILL FALL”
Ohio Man Makes Direful Pre­diction He Hopes WiU Not 
Come True
From F. M. Klrkendall, 1118 
Rammer avenue, Dayton, Ohio, 
comes the following:
“Steel clad forts could afford no 
defense against the dynamite drop­
ping balloons and death-dealing 
airships which will be the next 
product of destructive invention: 
but free trade would prevent their 
ever being sent against us.” Henry 
George in 1886.
Many people believe that prophets 
lived only in ancient times. We 
had in his day tariff barriers, con­
fusion of tongues, land monopoly, 
race hatreds that thrive to this 
write about ‘cause’ as the ‘effect’ 
day. It’s now too late to even 
is now here. We are 10 years be­
hind schedule in preparedness to 
ever escape with ‘effect.’
Prior to 1946 bombs will fall on 
Boston, Philadelphia, New York 
and Baltimore. The fleet on its 
way to Chicago will no doubt drop 
a few in Dayton.
Of course this will not be history 
prior to 1986. I hope not then.
Brazil is consturc ting a mer 
chant ship with the almost exclu- ' 
sive use of Brazilian materials.
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George W. Palmer of 26 Pleas­
ant street died this morning, after 
a fortnight’s illness. Funeral ar­
rangements had not been made 
when this paper went to press.
Samuel Rogers of this city who 
has been employed as assistant 
paymaster at the Bath Iron Works, 
has been transferred to the South 
Portland shipyard! as paymaster— 
a promotion which earns him the 
congratulations of friends in his 
home city.
History is repeating itself in the 
case of Edgar V. Pinkham, who 
comes down from Lincolnville to 
assume the duties of night clerk at 
Hotel Thorndike. Mr. Pinkham 
held that position under the late 
Charles H. Berry, and was again 
bqhind the desk during the admin­
istration of McIntire & O’Neil.
A St. Petersburg, Fla., newspaper 
shows a picture of “Dr.” Norman 
Wallace Lermond in the act of 
checkmating Dr. J. A. Bucknall 
while awe-stricken spectators look 
on. It was generally supposed that 
Mr. Lermond excelled In the "shell” 
game, but on this particular day 
he seems to have forsaken the 
beaches.
The local Scouts were guests of 
the Camden Scouts, Saturday, at 
an out-of-doors party at the Cam­
den Snow Bowl. The day was 
spent skating and teboganing. Box 
lunches were enjoyed at noon with 
hot chocolate served by the Cam­
den leaders. Scouts attending from 
Reekland were: Faith Long, Vit­
trice Hayes, Janet Smith, Florence 
Davis, Joan Horne, Madeline Ru­
benstein, Emily Malloy, Glenice 
Butman, Alice • Fuller , Marilyn 
Cates, Margaret Packard, Marjorie 
Robinson, Carolyn Candage, Char­
lotte Cowan, Louise Barton, Con­
stance Barton, June Barton, Grace 
Smith, Betty Staples, Betsy Coop­
er, Betty Curtis, Norma Bridges, 
Carol Ann Wolcott, Diane Cam­
eron, Joan Ross, Mary Ross, Lois 
Tracy, Barbara Koster, Joan Hunt, 
Dorothy Trask, Beverly Glenden­
ning, Corinne Smith, Genevieve 
Mair, Helen Paul, Priscilla Clarke, 
Ruth Payson, Barbara Bartlett, 
Ida Reams, Leverne Patterson. The 
girls were chaperoned by Mrs, 
Harry Ross and Captain Trask. 
They are very grateful to the peo­
ple who furnished transportation.
Announcement!
t *' » 1






MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY 
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES 
Single Evening Show at 8.00 





Andy Devine, Warren William 
Mischa Auer, Franchot Tone, 
Broderick Crawford




Coming: “Love Thy Neighbor.** 
“Hudson’s Bay.”
Knox County Parade
Natural Color Movie At 
the Community Building 
Next Friday Night
Friday night the Knox County 
Camera Club will present its full 
length, natural color movie, “Knox 
County on Parade ' at the Rock­
land Community Building. This 
movie has been accorded wide­
spread publicity due to the fact 
that this club is the first amateur 
club in the United States to write 
film and present a full length mo­
tion picture under theatre condi­
tions.
“Knox County On Parade” covers 
every phase of the industrial and 
recreational life of Knox County 
of 1940.
The Rockland and Rockport 
Lime Co. has been filmed from the 
quarrying of the rock to the kilns 
at the northend, and finally, the 
shipping of the product by truck 
and rail. Many of the lime com­
pany employes appear ln the pic­
tures of the various operations.
The cement plant at Thomaston 
is shown fully. The highlight of 
this section is the blast in. the ce­
ment quarry which set off seven 
tons of dynamite at one time.
The cameraman visited Com­
munity Park during the Morse- 
Rockland football game last Fall 
and recorded the game, getting the 
scrimmages, passes and sweeping 
end runs that appeared in this ex­
citing game. Here, hundreds of 
spectators, as well as the players 
were shown. Rockland took the 
measure of the heavy Morse team 
in this game 6-0.
The fishing and lobster industry 
has been covered from the lobster- 
man at work in his boat to the 
large wholesale plants ashore and 
their cars and pounds that are 
used for storage of* the lobsters 
until they are ready for shipment. 
Scallop draggers are shown at 
work in the Eastern Bay off Vinal­
haven.
A new screen has been installed 
in the Community Building es-
BINGO
Spear Hall, Tuesday Night
7J0 o’clock
DOOR PRIZE. BIG DINNER 
ATTENDANCE PRIZE, $8.00 
JACK POT, BASKET GROCERIES
15*
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR
February 17 = 22, Inclusive
Community Building, Rockland
AFTERNOONS—EVENINGS
THE GREATEST FAIR IN ROCKLAND HISTORY
IBITORS THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE FOOD SAMPLES THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE DEMONSTRATORS THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE BOOTH GIFTS THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE ATTRACTIVE PROGRAMS THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE GAMES THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE BEANO PRIZES THAN EVER BEFORE 
MORE SURPRISE F.UN FEATURES THAN EVER BEFORE 
MANY, MANY MORE DOOR PRIZES THAN EVER BEFORE
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN EVER BEFORE
Every Cent Coes Toward the Splendid 
Work of Community Building
N. B. Buy your Season Ticket, $1.00, from your Favorite Contestant for “Miss Rockland" Honors.
IN CHARGE OF ICE CARNIVAL
The officials who conducted the ice carnival of Rockland High School 
at Community Park Saturday afternoon. Front row, left to right: Edwin 
Edwards, Mary Lawry, William Felker. Back row: Raymond Bowden, 
Paul Nutter. —Photo by Cullen.
pecially for this show and is gxlO 
feet in size and surfaced to give 
the best color rendition possible.
The show will start at 8 sharp 
Friday night, club members have 
tickets with them at all times to 
take care of your needs.
Two commentators will give a 
running story of the show as the 
scenes appear.
With The Bowlers
The theatrical galty got a trim­
ming at the Star alleys last night, 
losing to the Rockland Locals by 
83 pins. Rackliff had high total, 
but it remained for “Danny” to 
chalk up the big string. The score:
Rockland Locals—McKinney, 502; 
Dudley, 521; Carr, 473: Chatto, 513; 
Rackliff, 552; total, 2561
Park and* Strand Theatre—Fog­
arty, 532; Cook, 466; Dondis, 444; 
Philbrook. 510; Dandeneau, 626; 
total, 2478. y
Patrolman Frank Bridges has 
been transferred to the night desk 
and Deputy Marshal A. P. Rich­
ardson who has held that position 
has been assigned to the middle 
beat. Patrolman Philbrook is 
transferred from the middle beat 
to the Northend beat.






Fire, which originated about the 
chimney near midnight, destroyed 
last night the dwelling of William 
Bradford in East Friendship. The 
Thomaston Fire Department, 
though promptly on the scene, was 
unable to save the structure as 
the flames had gained powerful 
headway. However, the barn and 
cattle—two cows and a horse—es­
caped the blaze, and much of the 
household furniture was saved.
The loss was partially covered by 
insurance.
A DIVIDEND DECLARED 
The directors of New England
Public Service Company, meeting 
Jan. 28, 1941, declared a dividend 
on the Prior Lien Preferred Stocks 
of that company equal to one-half 
of a full quarterly dividend, pay­
able on March 15, 1941, to stock­
holders of record of Feb. 28, 1941. 
This dividend ls applicable to the 
quarter ended Dec. 15, 1932, be­
ing the first quarter for which 
dividends are in arrears. Checks 
for the dividend will be mailed 
March 14, 1941, to stockholders of 
record of Feb. 28. 1941, on the 
following basis: $.75 per share on 
the Prior Lien Preferred Stock, $6 
Dividend Series, and $.874 per 
share on the Prior Lien Preferred 
Stock, $7 Dividend Series.
ie Three
Thanks Iree Member
May Never See Rockland 
Again But Mrs. Cuddy Is 
Grateful For Memories
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 31 
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
It is with keen interest I read 
Iree Member’s articles In each
issue of your paper, as it carries 
me back to the ‘Good old Days” 
many years ago when I danced the 
march and circle and other figures 
to the strains of Meservey's Or­
chestra. I believe I am safe in 
saying Bert Maddocks played the 
bass viol.
Somewhere, as my \jaze wanders 
to the grayish rim of the horizon 
I seem to form a mental picture of 
that thriving city as I knew it 
years ago.
Today Is a far cry (com the horse 
and buggy days when young people 
who had never had jobs, liad only 
to apply fo get work anywhere, 
anytime.
I would like nothing better than 
to go back to the days when living 
at the Northend, I would hurry to 
Mowry and Payson’s clothing fac­
tory on Park street to be on time. 
Out in the open after being con­
fined in a factory all day was more 
than physical health—it was living. 
Today the working man meander­
ing to work, dinner pail in hand 
has gone from the picture. For 
example, the Winchester lot re­
sembles the over-crowded space at 
a County Pair, which in itself 
proves they do not walk.
I may never see Rockiand again 
only through the columns of The 
Courier-Gazette So to Iree Mem­
ber thanks for the memories.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
37 Tilton street.
Tahiti cannot sell its vanilla crop 
and has nearly 50 tons in storage.
AURORA LODGE
A. F. A A. M. 
MEETING
In THQMASTON
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5 
REGULAR MEETING, 7 JO 
Entered Apprentice Degree 
and Other Important Business
--
' J
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By General ARED WHITE A metallic click told him 
© a. whit* wnv uavici hJL« weapon was empty.
CHAPTER V t _
In his regal suite in the Palacio 
Nacional the next night, Van Has­
sek had replaced his khaki field uni­
form with peacock military habili­
ments.
Benning found discomfort in the 
presence of Colonel Bravot, alias 
Sergeant Gaujos. But Bravot was 
to remain only a few minutes, his 
departure made the occasion of a 
puzzling ceremony.
Van Hassek, from the moment of 
the French girl’s arrival, had cen­
tered his attentions upon Mile. Du- 
cos. Benning promptly suspected 
that she was the real motive for 
this Van Hassek party, a show to 
turn her head.
But the Benning interest had cen­
tered upon a scowling Bavarian lieu­
tenant who sat in Van Hassek’s ad­
joining military room, shut off by 
thick draperies. The Bavarian’s 
erect posture suggested that he was 
present on a purely duty status. It 
was obvious that the object of his 
vigil was the Van Hassek blackwood 
desk.
With patient caution Benning wait­
ed his time. The hour was close to 
midnight when he chose his oppor­
tunity to strike. He stalked into the 
military room in the manner of a 
man who has been drinking too 
much. The Bavarian sat at his job, 
stiff as a ramrod.
“A command for you, Lieuten­
ant!” Benning blurted at him in 
German. “You will report .at once 
to Excellency’s Junior aide-de-camp 
in the bar. See to it that you lose 
no time!”
The Bavarian looked up with a 
questioning scowl, then sprang to his 
feet under the habit of obedience to 
a superior officer. He hesitated for 
a moment, and stalked through the 
heavy portieres and headed toward 
the bar.
As the portieres rippled behind the 
guardian of Van Hassek’s desk, Ben­
ning turned the key in the top draw­
er. His steady hand extracted the 
one document that he found there, a 
folded linen map.
Benning’s face went taut as his 
hand thrust it open and he saw the 
legend of arrows superimposed on a 
map of the United States and upper 
Mexico. A glance told him that the 
arrows pointed to vulnerable points 
of possible invasion. Behind each 
arrow that pointed across the Mexi­
can border toward the United States 
were figures of five digits.
He sensed rather than heard the 
returning Bavarian. Instantly he 
thrust the map into the breast of his 
loose khaki tunic, closed the open 
drawer of Van Hassek’s desk. Ben­
ning strode through the curtains into 
the reception room at the identical 
moment that the Bavarian re­
entered.
Although as an essential of his 
business, he had learned control of 
his emotions, Benning was unable 
to put down the racking suspense of 
the next few moments. Would the 
Bavarian discover at once that Van 
Hassek’s desk had been tampered 
with? Benning’s brief survey of the 
map had given him the vital infor­
mation for which he had been play­
ing. If no alarm came now, he 
could slip away in the night, haul 
out the Fernando plane from its 
hangar, and fly through to the bor­
der.
The Bavarian came driving 
through the portieres, black tragedy 
in his distended eyes. His cheeks
A folded linen map.
were flushed and heavy veins welled 
at neck and forehead. The Bavarian 
strode to a colonel of the staff and 
whispered avidly. The colonel hur­
ried over to Van Hassek. -*'■
Mile. Ducos picked up in Ben- 
)•■ <s face some hint or hi* sus­
pense. She left Van Hassek, now 
pawing drunk, and crossed the room.
“Something has gone wrong, mon­
sieur,” she whispered anxiously. 
“You have been up to mischief in 
Van Hassek’s room.”
“Concealed in my tunic,” Benning, 
answered at once, “I have Van Has­
sek’s operations map—the most dan­
gerous secret in Mexico. You must 
drop me at once.”
"Let me have the map, mon­
sieur,” she whispered.
“I took a desperate gamble,” Ben­
ning coolly rejoined. “If I’ve lost, 
it’s my funeral, not yours.”
With a quick decisiveness the 
French girl threw her arms about 
Benning’s neck and kissed him to 
screen the deft movement in which 
she stripped the map from under 
his tunic. She stood close to him 
while she concealed the document in 
her dress. Then she stepped back, 
spat at him, and angrily slapped his 
face.
“Very well!” she raged, in a voice 
that reached through the room. “If 
that’s the way you feel about me, 
you can go to the devil!”
Van Hassek slowly drew himself 
erect and his face went livid as he 
received the alarm from his staff 
colonel. One moment Van Hassek 
was drunk, the next moment coolly 
sober.
“No one will leave my quarters. 
Colonel,” Van Hassek calmly in­
structed. “With the help of my aides 
you will search everyone present, in­
cluding our own officers, until you 
find the spy and recover my map. 
At once!”
Outer doors were promptly locked, 
windows put under guard. All were 
required to assemble in the ball­
room, thence to be taken one at a 
time to Van Hassek’s bedroom for 
examination.
Benning was taken first. The co­
lonel sharply demanded explanation. 
Why had he sent the Bavarian offi­
cer away from his post of duty? Ben­
ning confessed bad judgment, for 
which he offered apology. His only 
thought had been that the Bavarian 
was a neglected guest who should 
be given a drink. He insisted that 
he be searched immediately.
The Van Hassek guests had been 
jolted into sobriety. One by one they 
were taken for search. Van Hassek 
stood to one side, smoking a cigar, 
his face grimly contained as if he 
waited in supreme confidence on 
the unmasking of a spy.
Benning’s thoughts were inter­
rupted by a sudden noisy commo­
tion, the half-hysterical cries of a 
Mexican girl who was being thrust 
Into the ballroom from Van Has­
sek’s bedroom. The staff colonel 
marched across te Van Hassek and 
handed him the stolen operations 
map.
“Excellency, I found it pinned un­
der the lace flounces of this wench’s 
gown,” the colonel reported.
Van Hassek took the map with a 
casual hand, opened it for identifi­
cation, and slowly smiled. He tucked 
the document into the gold sash at 
his waist, and with a toss of his 
hand indicated that the prisoner 
be taken away In close arrest. The 
Mexican girl, loudly protesting in- 
nocense, was bundled out of the 
room. Vhn Hassek slowly turned to 
his remaining guests with a cool 
bow.
“Good night, my friends,” he said 
gravely. “I regret it if your pleas­
ure has been spoiled tonight, but on 
some other evening I’ll expect to 
make amends. Now I must busy 
myself with the details of what has 
happened. Buenos noches.”
Mile. Ducos did not speak as Ben­
ning took her home in a cab. When 
they were alone, Benning saw her 
undergo an unexpected transforma­
tion. Her eyes filled with tears and 
she sobbed softly to herself. Pres­
ently she recovered her self-posses­
sion and dried her eyes.
“I suppose I shouldn’t have such 
scruples about that girl when so 
many lives are at stake.” she ra­
tionalized. “But I had no alterna­
tive than to do what I did. I only 
hope she convinces Van Hassek of 
her innocence—or he decides she is 
too attractive to die.”
Benning busied himself with maps 
and pencil. From time to time as 
he worked he closed his eyes to ex­
amine the sensitive film of his mem­
ory. A Van Hassek arrow thrust its 
point across the border at Laredo. 
Behind its shaft was the figure 50,- 
000. At Brownsville was the figure 
10,000, at Eagle Pass another 10,000. 
On the California frontier were two 
arrows joined together behind a 
curved line, their points aimed at 
Tecate and Tia Juana, in the region 
of San Diego. The figure here was 
60,000.
Four arrows thrust from the Pa­
cific, behind them no legends. One 
pointed to Seattle, a second at the 
mouth of the Columbia River, a 
third just north of San Francisco, a 
fourth at San Diego. On the Atlan­
tic side, groups of red arrows point­
ed at critical VQrfiU frog} Bostyp to.
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Orient Chapter, O.E.S.
Union Officers Installed In 
a Rainbow Setting— 
Musical Program
Mrs. Marguerite Payson, Grand 
Adah of the Grand Chapter, O.E.S., 
of Maine and past matron of Fond- 
du-Lac Chapter of Washington as­
sisted by Past Matron Henrietta 
Harding as grand chaplain, and bv 
Past Matron Bessie Stephenson as 
grand marshal impressively installed 
these officers recently for Orient 
Chapter of Union at a semi-publ 
installation:
Worthy matron, Mrs. Glad;, 
Cramer; worthy patron. Clinton 
Cramer; associate matron. Mrs 
Christine Barker; associate patron 
Edgar Barker; secretary, Mrs. Mary 
Barker; treasurer, Mrs. Minnie 
Matthews; conductress, Mrs. Mar; 
A. Robbins; associate conductress 
Mrs. Doris Payson; chaplain, Mrs 
Estelle Hannan; marshal. Mrs. Han 
nah Salo; organist, Mrs. Sylvia 
Gughee;; Adah. Mrs. Linnibel 
Sprowl; Ruth. Mrs. Pearl Athearn 
Esther, Mrs. Ruth Pease; Martha 
Mrs. Esther Moody; Electa, Mrs 
Helen Gorden; warder, Mrs. Lena 
Heald; sentinel, Vivian Hannan.
Mrs. Cramer, the newly installed 
matron, serving her second consecu 
tive year, was conducted to the East 
by the grand marshal through 
rainbow path formed by the young
Maine dairymen, working with agents of the Maine Extension Service, are making substantial progress to­
ward building a more prosperous industry. The five men (upper left) are members of the State pasture im­
provement committee: Left to right, Harold Shaw. Ross Elliott, E. B. Denny, Jr., R. II. Boothby, and Sherman 
English. Upper right is a high-producing animal in the herd of Stayley Wetmore, Farmington, a dairyman who 
has improved many acres of his pasture. Ed. Greeley dower left) of Morrill, believes in dairy herd improve- i women dressed in pastel evening
ment records. HLs cows led the State in butterfat production in 1938 and 1939. Artificial breeding was the [ ,jress carrying dainty muffs and 
big new development in Maine dairying last year, and scores of fine calves (lower right) are now in Maine
herds as a result of this work. wearing becoming doll hats
Mrs. Payson, the installing grand 
officer received a gift presented by 
Mrs. Cramer, as a token of her serv­
ices and in behalf of the Chapter 
The five Star points received chiffon 
handkerchiefs tied with flowers in 
appropriate colors. The worthy 
matron was presented with a gift 
by Christine Barker, the associate 
matron.
Other gift presentations arranged 
as a pot of gold at the end of a 
beautiful rainbow, were carried out 
by the young girls, assisted by two 
girls dressed as dainty fairies. Those 
who took part in this presentation 
were Misses Nathalie and Norma 
Fossett, Zola Cramer, Barbara 
Hutchins. Edith Howard, Barbara 
Creighton, Barbara Morton, Betty 
McKinley. Marion Gerald and Emma 
Hills. The two little girls who took 
the part of the fairies were Chris­
tine Williams, Geraldine Hannan
Program numbers were inter­
spersed during the ceremonies: Ac­
cordion selections by Mrs. Katherine 
Worthing and son George of Lib 
erty; vocal selection by Mr. Boynton 
principal of the grammar grades at 
Liberty; cornet solos, played by 
Frank Young of Owl’s Head; har­
monica selection by Rev. Mr. Clark 
of Appleton; violin selection oy 
Wendell Eaton, with Mrs. Winona 
Brown the accompanist.
Music for the installation cere­
mony was provided by a four-piece 
orchestra, with Richard Gordon 
playing the saxophone, Merton 
Payson the drums, Wendell Eaton
WALDOBORO
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Found That It Pays
Dairy Herd Improvement 
Earned More Dollars In 
Knox and Lincoln
WARREN
Town books closed Feb. 1. Town 
meeting will be held March 10.
Martin Leonard Creamer and 
Miss Marion Wellman riau’linr of 
Flores Wellman were married Feb. 
1 in Round Pond by Mrs. Annie 
B. Hinds, Justice of the Peace.
Several members of King Solo­
mon’s Lodge F.A.M. motored to 
Bath Monday night to witness 
Governor Sewali take his third Ma- 
i sonic degree.
The Budget Committee met Fri­
day night in the selectmen's office.
Evidence that it pays to be a 
member of a dairy-herd improve­
ment association is the experience 
of 15 members of the association 
operating in Knox and Lincoln 
counties. These 15 dairymen, 
after four years cf testing in the 
association, received $4731 more in 
lf'49 than they did1 in 1937. The 
product was sold for approximate­
ly the same price per hundred­
weight.
According to dairy specialists R 
F. Talbot and R. A. Corbett, of 
the Maine Extension Service, the 
increase in income resulted from
AT .ENA L. STAKRJBTTT 
Correspondent 
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five changes made by these dairy- 
Mr. and Mrs. Pred Leen of Port- men. First, the DH.I.A. members
land were weekend guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. K. K. Weston.
Byron Witham who has been 
employed at Ayer, Mass., is now 
at his home here.
Waldoboro High School will be
culled out the lowest producers; 
second, they fed grain according 
to Che production of each cow; 
third, they improved' their pastures; 
fourth, they fed better quality 
roughage; and fifth, they took more
on the air Sunday at 4 o'clock on interest in their herds.
the “Maine Schools on the Air” 
program. Stations WCSH, WLBZ, 
WCOU and WRDO will carry the 
program. \
Gabriel Winchenbach has bought 
Albert Kyllonen’s jewelry business. 
Mr. Kyllonen has moved to Rock­
land where he will conduct business
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph who has 
been passing some time here, has 
returned from Ayer, Mass., where 
he has been employed.
Eastern Star Officers
Wiwurna Chapter, O.ES. has 
elected these officers: Worthy ma­
tron, Laila Blanchard; worthy pa­
tron, Willis Crowell; associate ma­
tron, Millwee Pollard; associate 
patron, Ralph Pollard; secretary, 
Ida Stahl; treasurer, Rena Crowell; 
conductress, Lila Lovejoy; associate 
conductress, Faye Schwartz; fi­
nance committee, Laila Blanchard, 
Willis Crowell, Millwee Pollard; 
member board of trustees, Fannie 
Brooks.
The program committee con­
sists of Nan Weston, Priscilla Day, 
G. H. Scofield; refreshment com­
mittee, Gladys Winchenbaugh. 
Louella Mason, Elsie Schwartz; re­
ception committee, Sace Weston 
and Rena Crowell.
A semi-public installation will 
be held Feb. 13. Mrs. Grace 
Dodge cf Boothbay. District Deputy 
Grand Matron will be the install­
ing officer.
Milk production in these 15 herds 
has increased' each year, m 1937 
it was 6572 pounds per cow and 
in 1940 it was 7226 pounds. Butter- 
fat production has increased from 
284 pcundls per cow in 1937 to 320 
pounds in 1940.
In bringing about this higher 
level of production the dairymen 
have increased their feed1 costs 
from $83 a cow in 1937 to $97 a 
cow in 1940. Most of this increase 
represents an actual increase in 
the amount of grain fed.
Officers and directors of the 
Knox-Lincoln Dairy-Herd Im­
provement Association are: Presi­
dent, Wallace Little. Rockland; 
vice president, Arthur Hall, Wal­
doboro; secretary, Herbert Spear, 
Waldoboro; directors, David Chap­
man, Damariscotta; and Merrill 
Payson. Warren. Supervisor of the 
work is Donald Marks.
SENTER * CRANE'S
WATCH THIS SPACE 





54x72” CLOTHS, 1.50 
54” CLOTHS, .49 
17” Napkins to match .15 
LINEN TOWELING, .39
Price if firsts, $1.98
Price if firsts, 3.50
Price if firsts, 1.00
Price if firsts, .25
Price if firsts, .50
New Orleans. Here, again, there 
were no figures.
Benning handed bis reproduction 
of Van Hassek’s key map to Mile. 
Ducos. He saw the blood drain from 
her face as she studied it. She 
looked up at him with startled, star­
ing eyes.
“Mon Dieu, monsieur!” she 
gasped. “This means the very worst 
is to happen! Such attack upon you 
will set the whole world in flames!”
Benning got up and put on his cap.
”1 am leaving Mexico at once, 
mademoiselle,” he said calmly. 
“You are welcome to come along 
with me if you don’t mind taking 
some chances with a pilot who's 
somewhat out of practice.”
She answered gravely: “My in­
structions require me to remain in 
Mexico, monsieur. But it’s impor­
tant for you to reach your govern­
ment as quickly as possible! I 
learned from Boggio today that he 
can't see me tomorrow. All leaves 
of absence are being suspended, 
which means you'll not have long to 
wait for Van Hassek’s attack. Au 
revoir, monsieur, and bon voyage.”
(Continued in Saturdays issue)
PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller and 
Miss Margaret Lewis have been 
visiting in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. William Pratt and 
son Douglas of Portsmouth, N. H„ 
visited Monday with Mr. and Mrs. 
Walter Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Davis and 
Fred Seavey are among those who 
have been ill with flu.
Mrs. Addie A. Kelso
Mrs. Addie A. (Thompson) Kelso, 
74, widow of Harry Kelso, died Jan. 
19 at her home after a long ill­
ness during which she was tender­
ly cared1 for by Mrs. Florence Sim­
mons. She was the daughter of 
the late Leonard and Arvilla (Mar­
shall) Thompson and was a mem­
ber of the Baptist Church.
The surviving relatives are two 
nephews and one niece.
The funeral was held in the 
Baptist chapel with Rev. Byrd 
Springer officiating. The Baptist 
choir from Glenmere sang the 
hymns ’Safe in the Arms of Jesus” 
and “Face to Face.” The bearers 
were George Pease, Montford Hup­
per. Calvin Simmons and John 
Anderson. Interment was in the 
Ridge cemetery in Glenmere.
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More Fun, More Prizes. More Games 
Than Ever Before
15-20
Mr. and Mrs Newell W. Eugley 
quietly observed their 29th wed­
ding anniversary at their home 
Saturday by entertaining MLss 
Ruby F. Starrett, student at 
Eastern Maine General Hospital 
School of Nursing in Bangor, and 
George C. Teague, at a chicken 
dinner. An anniversary cake made 
by Mrs. Helen Hilton was the gift 
of Mr. Eugley to Mrs. Eugley. The 
cake was handsomely decorated 
With dates “1912-1941” and the 
names “Sadie” and “Newell” in 
frosting script on the side. Mr. 
and Mrs. Eugley received several 
callers and many nice gifts. The 
greatest surprise however was 
when they tuned in on Ken Mc­
Kenzie (WGAN) who congratu­
lated them on 29 years of imarriage. 
This notice had been sent to the 
station by a friend.
,t “U. S. Army on Wheels” a pic­
ture presented through the courtesy 
cf a Rockland garage, will be 
shown Thursday at the Men’s 
Fcrum at the Montgomery rooms, 
following supper at 6.30. An ex­
temporaneous debate on “Should 
we give all-out aid to Great 
Britain,” will be a feature.
Parents and all interested are 
invited to attend the open meeting 
of the Woman’s Club Thursday at 
the new junior high school build­
ing with E. E. Roderick, deputy 
commissioner of education, the 
speaker. This will be a Parent- 
Teacher meeting.
In search of a school song, pupils 
of the seventh and eighth grades 
at the junior high school partici­
pated in a lyric contest last week, 
the awards being made Friday. 
First prize went to Gilbert Boggs, 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Boggs; 
second to Robert Wyllie, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie. All 
contestants received candy bars, 
and the winners, boxes of candy. 
Boggs set his lyric to the tune of 
“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the Boys 
Are Marching,” and Wyllie to “Be 
lieve Me If All Those Endearing 
Ycung Charms.” Judges were Mrs. 
Ethel Griffin, Miss Evelyn Sawyer, 
and Mrs. Willis Vinal, teacher of 
music in the schools.
With James Moulaison. president 
of the Rockland High School Stu­
dent Council, as master of cere­
monies, the lime city school gave 
an exchange assembly program 
here Friday. The program con­
sisted of: Scripture by Ruth Sea­
bury; vocal solos by Josephine 
Buckminster and Douglas Perry; 
violin solos by Shirlene McKinney; 
one act play, “Not Quite Such a 
Goose,” Marguerite Mahoney. Vir­
ginia Foster, Drury Rice. Herbert 
EUingwood, and Margaret Haven­
er. Coach of the play was Allston 
Smith, sub-master of Rockland 
High School. Accompanists for the 
solo selections were Ruth Seabury 
and Dorothy Havener. The group 
was accompanied here by Mr. 
Smith and Mrs. Crosby Ludwick, 
teacher of English.
Winners of Speaking Contest
Awards made Friday at the High 
School Public Speaking Contest 
were: First to Madeleine Haskell, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. 
Haskell; second to Glenice French 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. Clark 
French; third to Charlotte Moore, 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
Moore; honorable mention to Pa­
In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column no> 
co exceed three lines Inserted once foi 
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad­
ditional lines five cents each for ow 
time. 10 cents for three times. Five 
'mall words to a line
LOST AND FOUND
LOST Monday night at Universalist 
vestry or on Union St. from church 
to Masonfr St., small white gold wr!st 
watch with bracelet. Bulova. a small 
diamond at each end. Reward MRS 
OSCAR 6 DUNCAN, 158 Main St 
Tel. 457. City.____________________ 15*17
THREE small books, records of In 
vestments with papers attached, lost 
Monday 8.30 a. m. between 39 Pleas­
ant St. and Park St. Return to 
CHRISTOL K CAMERON. 39 Pleasant 
St. __________ _______________ 15-17
BLACK handbag with money and
30 HORSES for sale, weight 1000- | keyes lost Saturday night between
------------- Wentworth’s and 10 Erin St. MRS
FRANK THOMPSON. Thomaston. 
____________________________________ 13 15
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss 
of deposit book numbered 2017 and 
the owner of said book asks for dupli­
cate ln accordance w'th the provision 
of the State Law 8BCURITY TRUST 
CO.. Vinalhaven Branch, Jan. 14. 1941.
6-TU-12
FOR SALE
11-ACRE woodlot for sale. Part hard 
wood, bordering town road. FRED 
KILLERAN, Cushing. Tel. 108-21. 14-16
1600 cash, trade or terms WTLLIAM 
HALL. Whitefield, Tel. 17 11. 13*18
BABY coach for sale Draft proof, 
fine condition. 51 NORTH MAIN ST 
13*15
FIVE pair horses for sale. 5 sets har- 
re-s. 5 sets sleds. 5 cows. C. M. BUR­
GESS Union. Tel 17-3.__________ 13*15
YOUNG work horse for sale; also 
100 cord of good dry cord wood. MUR- 
DICK CRAMER. Route 17. Washing 
ton. Me 13-25
FORD Model A for sale. 2-door sedan, 
heater, good running order, good rub­
ber. three tires new. Box 572, TEL. 
396-R. Rockland.____________________9 tf
PAIR of black horses for sale. 3200 ’ 
lbs. pa'r. Notice to butchers—4 beef | 
steers. GEORGE WARREN SMITH 
CORP . Glen Cove, Tel 1238-J 14*16
Hard wooa per loot, fitted, $1.50; 
Sawed. $1 40; long, $1.30. M. B. <te C. O. 
PERRY. Tel. 487__________________14-tf
JUST arrived Carload of Iowa farm 
chunks Must be sold at once to make 
room for another load that is on the 
e Is LEON A. LUDWIG, Newcastle. 
Tel. 135. 12*15
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal 
for sale, $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy 
soft. $9: fitted dry hard wood. $1.50 ft. 
J. B. PAULSEN, Tel. Thomaston 62 
14-tf
WANTED
tricia Leathers, daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Kenneth Leathers.
The prizes which were books, 
“Oliver Wiswell” by Kenneth 
Roberts, Robert Frost's poems, 
“Seven League Boots,” by Hali- 
butron, were made by Raymond 
Bowden of the Rockland High 
School faculty, one of the judges. 
The other judges were. Miss Mar­
garet Bennett of Rockland High 
School and Miss Joan Burnheim°r 
of the Waldoboro High School fac­
ulty.
The contest was directed by Miss 
Carolyn Hayden, third assistant at 
Warren High School.
Piano selections were played by 
Richard Butler, he also played a 
duet with his sister Joyce Butler.
D. & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut 
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal 
$8 per ton, del. Nut size New River soft, 
not screened $9 ton del. M. B. & C. 
O PERRY, 519 Main St. Tel. 487. 14-tf
STANLEY Steamer or gasoline car 
made before 1912 wanted; also brass 
head (gas) and side (oil) lamps, horns 
and other accessories; want old auto 
magazines, “Horseless Age”, etc. Write 
F H GARDNER 127 Homer St., New­
ton Centre, Mass._________________ 15-17
RELIABLE man or woman wanted 
for established Watkins Route ln Rock­
land. No capital needed Good earn­
ings Write MR KEELY. The J. R 
Watkins Co.. Box 367. Newark, N. J. 
____________________________________15*16
POSITION doing housework and 
cooking wanted MAROARET YOUNG 
Owl's Head, Tel 837-5.___________ M*16
SHIPYARD—Welding and burning 
taught the all practical way. Our 15 
years' experience ln shipyard work 
assures you of proper Instruction Low 
tuition, convenient terms. CAPITOL 
WELDING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave . 
Portland. Tel. 3-2451.______________ 11*28
FURNITURE wanted to upholster, 
called for and delivered T. J. FLEM­
ING, 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212-W. 14-tf
VINALHAVEN
ft ft ft ft 
OGCAR C LANB
Correspondent
and Mrs. Angus Hennig
•pnt Saturday to Rockland whci 
,hPy are guests of their sen Clar 
ence Hennlgar.
Mrs. John Johnson, Mrs. Pre 
Qreenlaw and Mrs Ambose Petr 
son returned Friday from Portia r. 
wherc they were calkd in the-h 
terest of the Red Cross.
0CC1ge Gray was heme froi 
Stonington fcr the w.cku.;.
M ss Ernestine Carver retu n. 
Friwy to University of Maine ( 
n ume her studies.
Mrs. Leslie Stin9cn will be hi 
les3 Wednesday to the "Tourn 
ment”.
The Non Eaters will meet Thui 
f;aV with Mis. Sada Rcbbins.
The Knit-Wits will meet tonigh 
with Mrs. Clarence Bennett.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertan.i 
the Mother and Daughter Clu. 
Monday night.
Ladies of the G.A.R. will mee 
Friday.
Philip Brown is having a week 
vacation from Dartmouth Collet
There were 15 voices in men 
chorus at Union Church Sunda;. 
night. Soloists were Eugene Bui 
gess and David Duncan. A due 
was sung by G. Ernest Arey an< 
H. L. Coombs.
Kneeland-Dyer
Carolyn R. Dyer, daughter ol 
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Dyer of tlu 
town and Clarence A Kneelan 
jr., son of Mr. and Mrs Kneelan 
of Portland were married Jan. i 
in the Baptist Church at Jackson 
N H. Rev. Ediward Mack per form ii 
the double ring ceremony. Mi 
Walter Black (Allegra Ingerson 
cousin of the bride was matron ol 
honor. Mr. Black was best man.
A reception was held at the Ap­
palachian Mountain Ski Hut. M. 
Dyer has been a student nurse a! 
Maine General Hospital, the past 
two years. She was graduated 
from Vinalhaven High School in 
the class of 1938 She was popular 
ln school dramatics, a member of 
Union Church choir and the 4-H 
club.
Mr. Kneeland was graduated 
from Deering High School, is em­
ployed by the Cumberland County 
Light and Power Co. and teaches 
skiing in Bridgton.
The newly weds spent their wad­
ding trip in the White mountain 
Members of the Hockamcc Ski 
Club were among those to attend 
the wedding. Best wishes from 
many friends are extended to tlu 
bride and groom. At present they 
are residing at 33 Dorset street. 
Portland.
Eggs And Chicks jq j jy
S.C.R.I. Red Chicks for sale. U. S .
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M. I vriRKisni'n „nt •>KINNEY, Thomaston. St. George Rd., naMrTduTrlXn warm and Slmn? 
Box 49. Tel. Tenants Harbor 56-14 ?4°tf
9*20
CLEMENTS Chicks “Stand the gaff” 
of heavy, profitable production be­
cause they have years of finest breed­
ing behind them. Customers report I 
excellent results You can get them 
too. Pullet chicks in all breeds Write 
for free complete catalogue. CLEMENTS 
BROTHERS FARMS, Rt. 33. Winter- ; 
port. Me
R I. Red chicks for sale, hatched 
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old 
roosters 2c each W. H. TOLMAN. 
Waldoboro. Tel. 153. 14-tf
MISCELLANEOUS
FURNISHED 3 room




TWO-room furnished apt. to let. with 
bath at Foss House, TJ Park St.. TEI. 
330. ______________________13-tf
LOWER floor, heated, unfurnished 
apartment to let (four rooms and 
bath) at the Baeolaurlette. Spring 
street. Inquire at COPPER KETTLK 
__________________ _________________ 13-15
THREE furnished rooms to let for 
light housekeeping with private bath 





Mrs. Carl Bunker has returne 
home after spending a few days in 
Springfield where Mr. Bunker ha 
employment.
The, President's Ball was held in 
the K. P. hall Friday and was well 
attended.
Keith Beverage, son cf Mr and 
Mrs. Ray Beverage went Thursdn> 
to Portland having enlisted in the 
U. S. Army. He will leave Monday 
for Montgomery, Ala., where lie 
will remain for two weeks and wi 
then go to Macon, Ga., where ht 
will be stationed as Private in the 
Air Corps R/cruit Detachment
Forest Beverage Ls spending 
few days here with his parents Mi 
and Mrs. U. S. Beverage.
More than 1000 kinds of star­
fishes are known to mankind
Apply 65 North
ROOM' to let at 15 Orove St. 
FLORA COLLINS. TeJ. 579-W.
STATE OF MAINE
Jan. 1, 1941
ORDERED, the House concurring, 
that no bill for private or special leg­
islation be receved by this legislature 
after four o'clock ln the afternoon of 
Thursday. January 30. 1941. except by 
unanimous consent In the body ln 
which lt ls Introduced, and further
That any bill for private or special 
legislation which shall be received ln 
either body of this legislature by 
unanimous consent after four o'clock 
tn the afternoon on Thursday, Janu­
ary 30. 1941, shall be referred to the 
Ninety-first Legislature, If unanimous 
consent for Its reception ls not given 
ln the other body ln concurrence, and 
further
That the Secretary of the Senate 
cause a copy of the above orders to be 
published ln all the daily and weekly 
papers of the State, commencing Janu­
ary 8. 1941. and continuing up to and 
Including January 30. 1941. (S. P 7)
STATE OF MAINE
Jan. 1. 1941
ORDERED, the House concurring, 
that no bill or resolve be received by 
this legislature after four o'clock on 
the afternoon of Thursday, February 
6, 1941. except by unanimous consent 
ln the body tn which lt ls introduced, 
and further
ORDERED, that any bill or resolve 
which shall be received ln either body 
of this legislature by unanimous con­
sent after four o'clock ln the after­
noon on Thursday, February 6. 1941, 
shall be referred to the Ninety-first 
Legislature If unanimous consent for 
Its reception Is not given in the other 
body In concurrence. These orders 
shall not apply to bills reported by 
any Joint standing or Joint select 
committee, in the regular course of 
business, nor to such bills and re­
solves as are intended only to facili­
tate the business of the Ninetieth 
Legislature; and be it further
ORDERED, that the Secretary of 
the Senate cause a copy of the above 
orders to be published tn all the dally 
and weekly papers of the State, com­
mencing January 8. 1941, and continu­
ing up to and Including February 6, 
1941. (S. P. 13)
A true copy
ATTEST
ROYDKN V. BROWN. 
Secretary of 8enate.
.. _ 3-T-15
OLD, Weak, Over 40! Men. Women! 
Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up bodies 
lacking Iron, Vitamin B-l. Get vim. 
Get 35c size today. Call, write C. H. 
MOOR <Sc CO., and all other good drua: 
stores. / 15*23
the violin, and Mrs. Winona Brown 
the piano.
Refreshments were served under 
direction of Mrs. Marie Butler, Mrs. 
Mary Payson and Mrs. Hattie Leach.
The entertainment was arranged 
by Mrs. Doris Payson and Mrs. Be- 
sie Stephenson.
The world's three largest banks 
are located in England, with 
America's largest bank ranking 
fourth on the list.
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let 
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen­
tral Station Rent reasonable Inquire 
M ARMATA, The Men's Shop. Main 
At Park St*.. Rockland___________ 14 tf
LARGE store with three rooms and 
bath in rear. 73 Park St. Center store 
In block. $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY 
283 Main §t._____ _ _______________ 14-tf
FOUR room furnished, heated apt
to let. automatic hot water. At 15 
Summer St. H M FROST, Tel 318-W
14-tf
HEATED apartment to let. modern 
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three 
rooms, bath and kitchenette. Applv 
at 130 Union St. or TEL 158 or 723-R 
____________________________________ 14-ti
TWO or, 3 room furnished apt t 
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR 
REN or 11 JAMES ST____________ 14-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to 
let, $4 week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park
St______ ” ,_______________________ 14 tf
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock 
8t. Inquire at PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
14-tf
Norway s northern coast is ris- Light, traveling 186,000 miles a 
ng at the rate of five feet every second requires eight minutes to 
hundred years. , come to earth frOm the £Un
NOTICE!
TOWN OF WASHINGTON
AU persons having biUs or unpaid taxes for the 
year 1940-1941, are requested to present them on 
or before Feb. 15, as the town books close on that 
date. Lien and tax deed names will appear in the 
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than the average of the 4 
largest-setling cigarettes tested 
any of them—according to ln< 
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rice if firsts, $1.98
rice if firsts, 3.50
rice if firsts, 1.00
rice if firsts, .25
rice if firsts, .50
•ST AND FOUND
IKST Monday night at Universalist 
lr\ or on Union St from church 
M inlr St . small white gold wr!«t 
ch with bracelet. Bulova, a small
' at each end Reward MRS
AH 8 DUNCAN, 158 Main 8t..
___________________ 15*17
HREE .'•mall books, records of In- 
Imrnl- with papers attached, lost 
lda> 8 30 a m between 39 Pleas-
S' and Park St. Return to
HISTOL K CAMERON. 39 Pleasant 
__ ________________________15-17
I.ACK handbag with money and 
lost Saturday night between 
rth'a and 10 Erin St. MRS
INK THOMPSON, Thomaston.
___________________ 13 15
OTICE—Is hereby given of the loss 
deposit book numbered 2017 and 
owner of said book asks for dupli- 
ln accordance w th the provision 
lv State I,aw SECURITY TRUST 
Vlnalhaven Branch. Jan. 14. 1941.
6 Tu-12
ANTED
TANI.EY Steamer or gasoline car 
lie before 1912 wanted, also brass 
id gasi and side (olli lamps, horns 
her accessories; want old auto 
tazlm Horseless Age ', etc Write
H OARDNER 127 Homer St.. Ntw-
Centre, Mass 15-17
El IABI.F man or woman wanted 
i t.ibllshed Watkins Route ln Rock-
No capital needed Good earn- 
Write MR KEELY, The J R.
tklns Co . Box 367. Newark. N. J.
15*16
kin ; wanted MARGARET YOUNO 
I’s Head Tel_837J>____________14*16
H1PYARD Welding and burning 
,ght the all practical way Our 15 
rs experience ln shipyard work 
iir' - you of proper Instruction Low 
tion convenient terms CAPITOL
■DING SCHOOL. 290 Forest Ave.
Hand, Tel 3-2451.________________11*28
URNITURE wanted to upholster, 
ed for and delivered. T. J. FIJCM- 
i. 19 Birch St . Tel. 212-W 14-tf
xlr and Mrs. Angus Hennigar
‘ t Saturday to Rockland where 
are guests of their son Clar­
ice Hennigar.
o-s John Johnson, Mrs. Fred 
Greenlaw and Mrs. Ambose Peter- 
son returned Friday from Portland 
,.h?re they were called in the> in­
terest cf the Red Cross.
Oecu” Gray was home from 
ctor.wgxn fcr the Wfekir.d.
VI Ernestine Carver retu ned 
y ic to University of Maine to 
n utne her studies.
Mr'. Leslie Stinscn will be hos- 
Wed-iesday to the “Tcurna-
jnert
The Non Eaters w’ill meet Thurs- 
tiav with Mrs. Sada Rcbbins.
The Knit-Wits will meet tonight 
with Mrs. Clarence Bennett.
Miss Beulah Gilchrist entertained 
the Mother and Daughter Club 
Monday night.
Ladies of the G.AiR. will meet
Friday.
Philip Browm is having a week’s 
vacation frem Dartmouth College.
There were 15 voices in men’s 
chorus at Union Church Sunday 
night. Soloists were Eugene (Bur­
gess and David Duncan. A duet 
was sung by G. Ernest Arey and 
H L Coombs.
Kneeland-Dyer
Carolyn R. Dyer, daughter of 
Mr ar.d Mrs. L. B. Dyer of this 
town and Clarence A. Kneeland 
Jr son of Mr. and Mrs. Kneeland 
of Portland were married' Jan. 4 
in the Baptist Church at Jackson, 
N H Rev. Edward Mack performed 
the double ring ceremony. Mrs. 
Walter Black (Allegra Ingerson) 
cousin of the bride was matron of 
honor Mr. Black was best man.
A reception was held at the Ap­
palachian Mountain Ski Hut. Miss 
Dyer has been a student nurse at 
Maine General Hospital, the past 
two years. She was graduated 
frem Vinalhaven High School in 
the class of 1938. She was popular 
in school dramatics, a member of 
Union Church choir and the 4-H 
club.
Mr. Kneeland w’as graduated 
from Deering High School, is em­
ployed by the Cumberland County 
Light and Power Co. and teaches 
skiing in Bridgton.
The newly weds spent their, wad­
ding trip in the White mountains. 
Members of the Hockamcc Ski 
Club were among those to attend 
the wedding. Best wishes from 
many friends are extended to the 
bride and groom. At present they 
are residing at 33 Dorset street, 
Portland.
Is Against Beer
Knox Countv W. C. T. U. 
Member Quotes Union Sig­
nal On Harmful Effects
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
Will you please allow me to give i
some reasons why our W.C T U. 
women are interested to protect our 
beys, who are being called to the
and friend. With the Bible as their 
guide-book and the Holy Spirit as 
comforter and helper, they may 
overcome every temptation to evil.
I have quoted ln this article from 
the Union Signal and our National 
President Ida B. Wise Smith.
A Member of the W.C.T.U.
STONINGTON
B. Norman Dickenson, Band In­
structor, has resigned and accepted 
training camps from the evils of a Position in Skcwhegan.
alcoholic drinks’’
The brewers claim and advertise
that beer is a feed. Scientists have mother Mrs. Carrie Hutchinson.
proven that it has ve-y little food 
value, but it does conain alcohol
LET
URNLHHED apt. to let. 2 rooms, 
try flush, clean, warm and sunny. 
I \ YORK_111 Pleasant St. 14-tf
L'RNISHED 3 room apartment to tl 49 Brewster St TEL 1106-R
________________________14-16
WO-room furnished ant to let, with 
at Foss House. 77 Park St., TEI.
___________________________ 13-tf
>WER floor, heated, unfurnished 
rtment to let ifour rooms and 
n at the Bacolaurlette. Spring 
rt Inquire at COPPER KETTLE
.______________________13-15
HREE furnished rooms to let for
• housekeeping with private bath. 
>ly 65 North Main St.. TEL 887-M
_____________  11-tf
(XVM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS 
>RA COLLINS. Tel 579-W. 12-tf
ROOM tenement with bath to let. 
ly renovated Opposite Maine Cen- 
Station Rent reasonable Inquire 
ARMATA The Men's Shop. Main
• -rk st Rockland_____________ 14-tf
VRGE s ore with three rooms and
in rear 73 Park St Center store 
block $6 week V. F STUDLEY. 
.Mam St_______  14-tf
JUIt r > m furnished, heated apt.
let automatic hot water. At 15 
inier St H M FROST. Tel 318-W
____ ________14-tf
SATED apartment to let. modern
• n.ences, hard wood floors. Three 
is bath and kitchenette. Apply 
30 Uulull St, or TEL 158 or 723-R.
__ ________________14-tf
VO or 3 room furnished apt to 
n Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR-
_i 11 .LAMES ST 14-tf
,RGE heoted room and-bath to 
84 week POOS HOUSE. 77 Park
_______________________________14_tf
’ARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock 
Inquire at PEOPLES LAUNDRY.
14-tf
NORTH HAVEN
Mrs Carl Bunker has returned 
home after spending a few days in 
Springfield where Mr. Bunker has 
employment.
The President’s Ball was held in 
the K P hall Friday and was well
attended.
Keith Beverage, son cf Mr. and 
Mrs Ray Beverage went Thursday 
to Portland having enlisted in the 
V S Army. He will leave Monday 
lor Montgomery, Ala., where he 
will remain for two weeks and will 
Wien go to Macon, Ga., where he 
will be stationed as Private in the 
Air Corps Recruit Detachment.
Forest Beverage is spending a 
fe» days here with his parents Mr 
and Mrs. U. S. Beverage.
More than 1000 kinds of star­
fishes are known to mankind.
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'lore Fun. More Prizes. More Games 
Than Ever Before
15-20
Mrs Virginia Ccle of Sunset, was 
a recent visitor at the home cf her
Mrs. Ash ey Mitchell (Jeannette 
Bliirgs) is at the Nursing Home
which in large cr email quantities r' M:s- Margaret Hutchinson with
is harm'ul
A’colio! is a narcotic which dulls
infant daughter, Beverly Faye. 
Mrs. Josie Jackson of Kenne-
and deadens the brain and the buPk has returned heme after visit- 
nerves which control the bedy. It ing relatives here, 
increases the chance for accidents.' Mrs’ Minnie Hamilton cf Thcm- 
disease and early death. He who aston- Mrs Martha Hamilton of 
drinks much or little may be a and Mrs. Josephine
traffic danger Wamboldt of Boston were in town
Where school children are given to attend the funeral of their 
alcoholic drink, it makes them dull mcther Mrs. Rebecca Holland.
and unfits their brain and nerves 
for school work
Among large numbers of mothers 
who drink beer and liquors, more 
babies die before two years old, and 
more are born with something wrong 
with them. It causes unhappy ' 
homes and neglected children, who • 
are made to suffer from lll treat­
ment.
Considering that a large propor-
Mrs. Rnoda Shephard is visiting 
her daughter at Sunshine.
Mr. and Mrs. Gates Tessano are 
occupying S. Freedman's rent.
Mrs. Kate Gross is visiting Mr. 
and Mrs. Robert Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Masterton 
are residing in Mrs. Jchn Annis'
I rent.
Norman McCorison is home from 
Caribou.
_ , , i Those here for the funeral oftion of divorces is caused by alco-,,. , .... , ............ J i Wood Labby included Miss Veraholic drink and a large proportion 
of youthful criminals comes from 
broken homes, how can mothers and 
wives plead for beer at the training 
camps.
Because some will drink anyway, 
why put temptation in the way of 
boys who ccme from Christian 
homes where they have been shield­
ed from such things?
Look at heroic Finland, whose 
soldiers won their victories through 
drinking milk instead of beer and 
wine. Consider France which lost 
out because of wine and intoxicat­
ing drink.
Military authorities state posi­
tively that France went down in 
this great war because of alcohol.
Last year the liquor bill of our 
nation was nearly three and one- 
fourth billions of dollars. Over two 
billions of this amount was spent 
for beer alone. This is only a part 
cf the waste. The cost of crime, ac­
cident, disease and inefficiency 
caused by liquor is almost an equal 
amount.
A distinguished citizen, who had 
gone to a Sunday afternoon enter­
tainment under the auspices of the 
recreational omp supervisor said: 
“Conditions in some camps are un­
printable.” Drinking beer with
Libby of Scarboro, Mrs. Hazel 
Thompson and Grover Small of 
New London, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram 
Libby, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby 
and Mrs. Oliver Libby, all of War­
ren.
The High School students, par­
ents and friends gave B. Norman 
Dickenson a farewell party Friday 
at the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Williams 
have moved to the Dwight Thurlow 
hcuse.
Mrs. Minerva Vennie was taken 
to Castine Hospital recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Floreston Young 
were called to Fall River by the 
recent death of Mrs. Young’s 
brother-in-law.
Mrs. Rebecca Holland
Mrs. Rebecca Holland died last 
Tuesday at her home here.
She was born 78 years ago at 
Merchant’s Island, daughter of 
James and Maria Merchant Childs. 
Mrs. Holland had also resided at 
Isle au Haut.
She is survived by one son, 
James of Stonington, and five 
daughters, Mrs. Margaret Hutchin­
son of Stonington, Mrs. Sadie Con­
way of New York, Mrs. Josephine 
Wamboldt of Boston, Mrs. Minnie 
Hamilton of Thomaston and Mrs.
even its small alcoholic content and , Martha Hamilton of Rockland, 
thereby releasing the self control. Services were held Friday, Rev. 
which out of home, and church o* Harry Carle officiating. Burial
even just out of moral teaching 
has kept a boy clean, may send him 
out, as a veteran of 1917 writes— 
to satisfy the impulses caused by 
the sights seen and stories heard 
in that Sunday afternoon show.
Irving Fisher, famous American 
economist says: “Alcohol and ven­
ereal diseases are always the twin 
obstacle to the soldier’s fitness to 
fight,” but alas, they go together.
An article in Union Signal tells of 
an American talking with the Prime 
Minister of Finland, who asked him, 
"What do the young people in your 
country live for?” The American 
said, 'Tm afraid I don’t know, 
what do they live for in Finland?” 
“Why.” the Prime Minister answered 
pridefuliy. “The young people in the 
universities of Finland live for their 
country.”
Would lt not be better, instead of 
putting temptation in the way of our 
boys, to encourage them to abstain 
from every form of temptation 
which would unfit them to be de­
fenders of their country, homes and 
loved ones, in case of war, that ma> 
be not far distant.
The only real safeguard for any 
young men or women' is to reallj 
know Jesus Christ as their Saviour
was at Weed cemetery. West Ston­
ington.
GLENMERE
Mr. and1 Mrs. Austin Elwell of 
Thcmaston were weekend guests 
of Miss Maude MoLellan.
Mrs. Frank Wiley. Miss Rosa 
Tecle and Miss Edith Harris at­
tended a meeting of the Port Clyde 
Ladies Circle held Wednesday at 
the home cf Mrs. Electa Hopkins.
Emery Simmons of Martinsville 
spent the past weex with his grand­
parents Mr. and1 Mrs. Rodney Sim­
mons.
Byron Davis went Thursday to 
Portland' on business.
The Ladies Circle will meet 
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Her­
bert Piersons in Martinsville.
Arthur Davis of Port Clyde visi­
ted friends here recently.
OWL’S HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall of this 
town spent Monday with Mrs. 





THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
Ight. traveling 186.000 miles a 
md requires eight minutes to 
it to tho earth from the sun.
AND
r-
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ies will appear in the 








than the average of the 4 other 
largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than 
any of them—according to independent 
scientific teats of the smoke itself.
1 f
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A flashing sta* on ics
EVELYN DOMA.N—FIGURE-SKATER 







Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston; 
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart­
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
The government's all out plan black pepper, salt.
cf diet education for American 
families should get Ihe respectful 
attention of every man. woman
Peel 3 or 4 dozen small white 
onions. Parboil them until almost 
tender in salted boiling water.
and child in this country so you Drain and let the cold water run 
excuse it please, if we keep harp- ' over them a second: then, when 
ing cn that subject. There's an' they have drained again, place 
investment that will yield divl- J them in a frying pan containing 4 
oends long after seme of the tablespcons melted butter, sprinkle 
things we have to spend our money them w.th 1 teaspoon of granulated 
for are obsolete and forgotten. As sugar and let them brown slowly. 
Dr. Wii3on of the Department cf shaking the pan frequently so that 
Agriculture says there is now a they roll over and over, becoming 
■'Nutrition Front.'' ' a beautiful golden yellow. Don’t
Fcr instance did you know vege- jlet them burn, 
tables reasonably high in Vitamin I Place them in a shallow baking
BI such as cauliflower, brusseLs 
sprouts, parsnips, red and green 
cabbage, squash, broccoli, lima, 
snap and wax beans, peas, carrots, 
spinach and the rest should be 
cooked without water or with as
dish and add to the frying pan li 
cup of cold water. Place over Are 
and stir until you have about 2 
tablespoons of nice brown syrupy 
liquid which should then be poured 
over the onions. Now stick a whole
No old resident of Vinalhaven will 
fail to recognize in the above picture 
the Granite Hotel which played such 
an important part in the town’s 
history, and which was destroyed 
by fire March 30, 1886 Among the 
famous men who had been guests 
there were William McKinley, of 
Ohio, who afterward became Presi­
dent; and Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, 
one of the cQuntry’s most illustri­
ous orators. The hotel was built in
MONHEGAN
A phenomenon of nature present­
ed Linwood Davis with a view never 
before witnessed by anyone on the 
island. At 7 o’clock last Tuesday 
morning, Mr. Davis saw the snow 
capped peak of Mt. Washington 
silhouetted against a clear blue sky; 
the rising run reflected its glow upon 
this peak with a shell-pink hue; the 
observatory was visible. This un­
usual view of Mt. Washington could 
be seen until noon. During the 
Summer months it is not uncommon 
to see this mountain at sunset, from 
a spot called “Sunset Hill”. How­
ever, no one appears to have seen 
this range during the morning 
hours.
Speaking of mountains—there is 
another range viewed with inter­
est by the residents. When the 
Camden Mountains are topped with 
the first Fall snow it is a warning 
that this Winter covering will visit 
the island ini the near future. In 
the Spiing when the mountain 
tops are free from snow, and a deep 
blue, deeper than the sky hover 
around these peaks, then Spring 
is here.
Red Cross workers met at the 
home of Miss Elva Brackett Mon­
day night. To date, a group of 
18 women have finished 11 shirts, 
28 sweaters, 13 pair of children s 
stockings, 22 pair of men’s socks, 
three baby blankets and one hel­
met. The first allotment was re­
ceived Oct. 26.
Virginia Stanley. 13 years old, 
has just fiinished her first sweater 
for the Red Cross.
Douglas Odom of Quincy, Mass., 
and Monhegan, arrived Saturday 
accompanied by his brother Harry, 
and’ uncle, George Leonnard of 
West Newton, Mass. The purpose 
of their visit was to harvest the 
Winter supply of ice; 200 tons was 
stored for Summer use. Harry 
Odom who is employed with the 
Jchn Bird1 Co. of Rockland, re­
turned to his duties Monday morn­
ing, having engaged Capt. Earl 
Field' to take him to Port Clyde. 
Douglas and Mr. Leonnard returned 
to the mainland Tuesday.
The Onward II, a trawler hail­
ing from Portland, tied up at the 
wharf Thursday. Charlie Field, a 
former resident of the island, now 
residing in Portland, was one of 
the crew.
Capt. George Gilbert called this 
week in the smack Willard & Dag­
gett. Dealers are paying 22 cents 
for lobsters.
Mrs. Alphonso Speed left the 
Island this week fcr a visit to Mel­
rose, Mass. Mr. Speed is about 
again after having been confined 
to the house for several days with 
the grippe.
Mrs. Floyd Singer returned 
Tuesday, accompanied by her 
daughter Idella and son Robert.
The U. S. Coast Guard from 






Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston­
ington, Isle an Haut, Swan’s 
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice. 
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M. P. M.
5.30 Lt. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lt. Stonington, Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lt. North Horen, Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lt. Vinalhaven, Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland, Lt. 1.30
119-tf
the early Seventies by George Rob­
erts, who sold it in 1875 to R. T. 
Carver. The hall on the southwest 
end was built about 1877 Successive 
landlords were R. T. Carver, J. 
Greenhalgh, Capt. Stephen H. Dyer, 
William Weeks, and Ira Lovejoy.
Although it was by. far the larg­
est fire that had ever occurred in 
Vinalhaven, The Courier-Gazette of 
April 6, 1886, devoted less than 15 
lines to it in the Vinalhaven corre­
spondence. The fire was discovered 
at 2 a. m. and three hours later the 
hotel lay in ruins. The engine being 
in poor working condition made it 
useless to attempt saving the hotel, 
so attention was turned upon the 
other dwellings in the immediate 
vicinity, many families moving their 
things away from danger. Thou­
sands of dollars worth of property 
were saved. Proprietor Lovejoy was 
away at the time of the fire.
little as possible? (The copper clad c!°ve In every other onion and 
I stainless steel utensils are fine for sprinkle them with freshly ground
“For God and Country”
that the U. S. Government will
i this).
Of course you do know that loss 
of vitamins particularly C is ln 
proportion to the length of time 
heat is applied and the amount of 
oxidation. You don’t use soda in 
cocking vegetables do you? You 
don't pour the juices from cooked 
vegetables down the sink—or do 
you?
Do you know calcium losses 
range up to 30 percent when vege­




Last week’s Legion meeting, at­
tended by 20 members, consisted 
of a short business session. The 
most important motion was by 
Comrade Kelsey, for a new shade 
for the eard table light. His con­
centration on cards and his age 
have evidently affected his eye­
sight.
Comrade Alden gave a report 
of the Defense meeting he attend­
ed in Waterville. Adjutant Weed 
read a letter frem Comrade Mul­
len. telling of his recovery, and 
thanking the Comrades for their 
interest during his sickness.
We are sorry to lose the services 
of Comrade Olds, but are proud of 
his willingness, to serve as Army- 
chaplain at this time, when a man 
of his character ar.d ability is 
needed by his country. Comrade 
Olds is Chaplain of the 152d Field 
Artillery Maine National Guard, 
and will be stationed at Camp 
Blanding. Florida. His comrades 
of this Post wish him the best of 
luck, and we know he will be the 
most popular chaplain in the 
service.
Do you ex-service men know,
Morong of South Potland, who 
has been doing repair work on 
the Fog Signal Station engines, re­
turned to' the mainland with them.
Adolph Mersfelder left for New 
York Saturday. He will visit with 
relatives.
Adolph Stevens has been collect­
ing driftwood. After roving along 
the dhores this week he has col­
lected a good size load of this valu­
able wood—valuable because it is 
cherished by many for fireplace 
fuel. It bums with a pleasing 
display of rainbow colors.
Capt. Leslie Davis made a round 
trip to Port Clyde this week.
Capt. Earl Field has had a busy 
week. He has made three trips to 
Port Clyde and returned.
Everett Carter went to Friend­
ship this week to visit his father 
who is ill. He has returned to the 
island.
Harry- Richardson left the island 
Wednesday. He motored to Lee. 
calling at the Academy for Miss 
Betsy (Pierce, and bringing her to 
Rockland.
In the absence of Mrs. Starr 
Pierce, who went to the mainland 
Wednesday, Miss Phyllis Chadwich 
and Miss Margaret Bartlett will 
solicit for the Rolling Kitchen un­
til her return.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Connaway and 
daughter Leonebel left the island 
Saturday. They will visit in New 
York until March.
Dwight Stanley returned this 
week. He has been visiting in 
Thomaston.
Frank Wincapaw is ill. A doc­
tor was called from the mainland 
Saturday.
Fred Townsend left the island 
Saturday to attend the funeral of 
his brother. Francis Townsend of 
Cumberland Mills,
ties of water, losses of iron from 
provide burial ar.d funeral expense. to M percent? why buy vege­
tables and calmly discard 30 to 40 
to 50 percent of their value? Learn 
the waterless way of cooking, using
including transportation of the 
body, not to exceed $100. for a 
peace-time veteran discharged
black pepper, and a little salt. Pour 
over them a thin cream sauce made 
of 1 tablespoon of butter, 1 tea­
spoon of flour, and 1 cup of thin 
cream. Place in 350 degrees F 











O & C French Fried Onions 











from the U. S. Military service, just the water that clings frults 
lor disability incurred in the line ancj vegetables after they have 
of duty or in receipt of a pension t>een thoroughly washed. You’ll
for service-incurred disability. 
National Commander Milo J.
Warner and Spanish-American 
war veteran Carl Sandburg, noted
discover a whole new world of fla­
vors as well as saving food values.
Would you like to have three 
lovely teaspoons in the beautiful
biographer and authority on Abra- delicate Vogue pattern? Here's 
ham Lincoln, will broadcast frem how you get them. Send five 
the Tomb of Lincoln in Spring- coupons from Kirkman Borax Soap 
field Feb. 12, over a network with 20 cents in stamps or coin to 
schedule cf the Columbia Broad- Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network, 
casting Sy-stem. T.me 2.30 to 2.55 Boston and get three lovely silver 
p. m. This will be the seventh j plated teaspoons in the Vogue pat­




annual American Legion pilgrim­
age to commemorate Lincoln’s 
All Legion Posts are in- 
commemorate Lincolns 
All 'Legion Posts are in­
vited to take part in this pilgrim­
age by sending delegations.
The Department of Justice has 
announced that cn the close of 
business, Friday Jan. 3, the total 
completed alien registration and 
finger print forms, received in 
Washington, totaled 4, 729, 282.
Legion News is founded on your 
service ard membership in your 
Legion Post. Attend the meetings, 
the Post needs your advice and 
comradeship. Many Legion Posts 
have a Past Commanders organiza­
tion. They meet once a month 
and work out suggestions and 
plans for the benefit of their Post. 
Our Post has 20 living Past Com­
manders. Think what could be 
accomplished if they met once a 
month in comradeship. Think it 
over you Past Commanders.
In giving service to our Post.
We Past Commanders are a Joke.
If we work, instead of talk.
It sure would help our Post a lot. 
Let's get busy and give lt a try. 
This may be funny, but It's not a lie.
APPLETON
High School News
The play “Aunt Bessie Beats the 
Band” was presented recently by 
the Senior Class at the Commun­
ity Hall. In the cast were: Effie 
Hill, Dorothy Salo, Doris Hustus, 
Ernestine Fuller, Damon Gushee, 
Ldnnie Griffin, Everett Smith and 
Gardiner Philbrook A social 
followed the play.
The school lunches have been 
prepared by the students and teach­
ers until W.P.A. workers are avail­
able.
A snowshoe hike is being planned
the gay fresh wrappers and find 
the coupons on the wrapper.
We can send you interesting 
bocks and booklets of recipes free, 
too, you know. Send for the Brer 
Rabbit recipe book, the Nestle’s 
bock of semi-sweet chocolate 
recipes, the Knox endurance leaf­
let and Mrs. Knox 55-page book of 
Knox Gelatine recipes. Also the 
G. Washington “Quick Tricks” 
booklet, using G. Washington Broth 
Aces, and a folder brightly il­
lustrated in color of Maltex recipes. 
Address Marjorie Mills, Yankee 
Network, Boston, Mass., for these 
bocks and fcr the Kirkman tea­
spoons.
Ham Dumplings — Three-fourths 
cup Ceresota Not-bleached Flour, 
1 teaspoon baking powder, % tea­
spoon rosemary. 1 cup ground 
cooked Morrell Ham, % cup milk, 
flour, stock.
Combine •% cup of flour, baking 
powder and rosemary; add ham. 
Add milk. Shape into small balls; 
roll in flour. Drop into hot stock; 
cover. Cook 12 minutes. Serves 8.
Turnip Cups—Six cooked tur­
nips (whole), 2 cups creamed car­
rots and peas, 1 teaspoon chopped 
parsley, ’4 cup Shefford cheese cut 
into small bits.
) Carefully scoop out the centers 
of the turnips. Spread turnips 
I with butter, melted, and then 
; stuff witn the carrots and peas. 
Sprinkle with parsley and cheese 
and bake 10 minutes in a moderate 
oven—to melt the cheese.
Pineapple Conserve — Two cups 
peeled, diced oranges, 2 cups pared, 
diced apples, 2 cups pared, diced 
fresh pineapple, 3 cups sugar.
Combine diced oranges, apples 
and pineapple and sugar. Put into 
a large preserving kettle and heat 
slowly about 10 minutes or untilby the boys.
Due to the epidemic the basket-' -sugar is dissolved, stirring con- 
ball game scneduled with Kennebec stantly. Boil rapidly about 15 
School of Commerce was cancelled, minutes or until thick, stirring oc- 
The teams will play Waldoboro casionally. Skim. Pour into hot 
High School on the home court sterilized jelly glasses. Cover at
Feb. 4.
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh ar.d 
df.ughter-in-law of Rockland and 
Mrs. W. F. Robbins of Rockville 
spent Friday evening with Mr. and 
Mrs. Maurice Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Moody 
of Rockland were guests Thursday 
of Mrs. Moody's parents Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Cromwell.
Miss Flo Getchell of Northport 
is visiting at her home here.
Mrs. Jessie Williams sustained a 
fractured ankle when she fell on 
ice recently. She is being attend­
ed by Dr. Lawry.
Maurice Jones is confined to his 
bed with the prevailing epidemic.
MUST PASS ORAL EXAM
Passenger Boat Operators Are 
To Be Given Tests in Bangor 
Before April 25
Applicants for license to operate 
motor boats carrying passengers 
for hire must undergo an oral ex­
amination by inspectors of the 
United States bureau of marine in­
spection and navigation under 
section 7 of the motor boat act of 
1940
Applicants from eastern Maine 
for this type of license will be ex­
amined in Bangor before April 25, 
according to an announcement by 
L. A. Colby, deputy collector of 
customs at the federal building in 
Bangor.
The new requirement making 
necessary the oral examination 
goes into effect April 25. Under 
the provision no boat while carry­
ing passengers for hire shall be 
operated' or navigated except in 
charge of a person duly licensed 
for such service by a local board 
of inspectors.
Members of the staff of the 
Portland office will be assigned to 
Bangor to conduct the examlna- 
tios, as the offices of the local in­
spectors were transferred to that 
city some time ago.
Brazil’s constitution is based on 
that of the United States.
D Comodoro Holel « cmv 
wUy located a'-W’P*
bom all activity Rates Irom 
C50 -WW. MOO double, 
wrth tub and show*
Modem air-cooled collee





once with a thin layer of paraffin. 
When cold, cover with another 
layer of paraffin. Y^eld: Three 
cups cr six jelly glasses.
Chocolate-Chip Torte—Two beat­
en egg yolks, 2*4 tablespoons sugar. 1 
2-3 cup milk, dash of salt, ti tea­
spoon vanilla, 1 tablespoon (1 en- [ 
velope) Knox Gelatine, t4 cup cold 
water, 2 beaten egg whites, 2t4 ( 
tablespoons sugar, ti cup coarsely 
chipped Nestle Semi-Sweet Choco­
late, 1 cup heavy cream, whipped.
Beat egg yolks and sugar; add 
milk and salt. Cook In double 
boiler until thick, stirring. Add 
vanilla and gelatine, softened in 
water. Chill until partially set. 
Fold in egg whites beaten with re­
maining sugar. Fold in chocolate. ! 
Pour into Graham Cracker Crust 
or regular pastry shell; chill firm.'Swan Larsen has returned to
Wisconsin. He was ,accompanied ; Spread with cream; sprinkle with 
additional chocolate chips.as far as Connecticut by Mrs. Carl 
Malmstrcm who has employment 
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Henning Johnson 
visited Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. 
Ei nest Hanson of Long Cove.
Spiced Creamed Onions — Three 
or 4 dozen small white onions, 4 
tablespoons melted Land O’ Lakes 
butter. 1 teaspoon granulated sugar. I 
'4 cup cold water, whole cloves, j
&
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Correspondent
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Eyes On The Canary Bird
Miss Dorothy F. Dodge, R. N., 
who has been guest of Rep. and 
Mrs. William T. Smith for a few 
days, returned Saturday to her 
duties at the New England 
Deaconess Hospital in Boston.
Mayflower Temple, P. S., will 
meet Friaay night with rehearsal 
cf officers. There will be no supper.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Spear en­
tertained at a beano party Thurs­
day night, prizes going to Miss Wil- 
helmina Watts and Miss Statie 
Miller. Other guests were Charles 
Lawry of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. 
Guy Robbins and Mrs. Dorothy 
Horsley.
Arthur Stevens, Douglas Ander­
son and Ted Coates, who are em­
ployed at Whitinsville, Mass., spent 
the weekend at their homes here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman of 
Rockland and Miss Mary Wyllie 
cf Warren were dinner guests Sun­
day of Mr. and Mrs. N F. Andrews.
Constance, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. Warren Knights, celebrated 
her ninth birthday with a party 
Saturday afternoon at her home 
on Fluker street. The invited 
guests were Irene Johnson, Joan 
Slader, Reger Libby, Winfred Wil­
liams, Joan Young, Vivian Rob­
inson, Gertrude Hanley, Sterling 
Risteen and Grace, Hope and Don­
ald Paulsen. Virginia Robinson 
was awarded the prize for pinning 
cn tiie donkey's tail and ^Sterling 
Risteen that for the Itiss hunt. The 
refreshment table was beautifully 
decorated in patriotic colors, Con­
nie, herself, having planned the 
decorations. There were red and 
blue favors at each place and 
American flags at each end of the 
table. Refreshments included three 
birthday cakes. Mrs. William G. 
Maloney of Pleasant Point, Mrs. 
Charles Knights, Mrs. Weston 
Ycung and Mrs. Harry Slader were 
also guests.
Mrs. Catherine Cunningham and 
daughter, Vera, were visitors Sun­
day at Mr. and’ Mrs. Linwood Cun­
ningham’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Donald­
son entertained at a supper party 
Saturday their guests being Mr. 
and Mis. Edward Elliot, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton, Mr. and 
Mrs. Robert Libby and Mr. and 
Mrs. Henry Montgomery.
Mrs. Olive Brazier has returned 
home after a visit with relatives in 
Portland.
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Biggers and 
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. Gray were 
supper guests Saturday of Mr and 
Mrs. Edward T. Dornan.
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young 
gave a "Rook” party Saturday 
night their guests being Mr. and 
Mrs. W G. Maloney of Pleasant 
Point, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Ander­
son, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Knights, 
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel Williams, Mrs. 
Theodore Rowell and Charles 
Knights. Prizes fell to Mr. and 
Mrs. Anderson, Mrs. Rowell and 
Mr. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith were 
hosts to their beano club Friday 
night. Members attending were Mr. 
and Mrs. Horace Vose, Mr. and 
Mrs. Chester Vose, Mr. and Mrs. 
Irvin Condon, Mr. and Mrs. Alton 
Grover, Mrs. Olive Brazier, Mrs.
ROCKPORT
T.mA Q. CHAMPNEY 
Correspondent 
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MUSIC AT QUODDY
The 500 New Arrivals At 




D. A. R., Will Be Repre­
sented At Continental 
Congress
Lady Knox Chapter met yester-
The latest meeting of the Thimble ' day at the home of Mrs. Joshua 
Club was held at the home of Mrs. I n. Southard, with 26 members an- 
Charles F. Ingraham. Following swering roll-call. One member.I
a sewing period, lunch was served 
by the hostess.
Keith Crockett has been chosen a 
delegate from the fourth year class 
' at Gcrham Normal School to at­
tend the annual Eastern State 
‘ Teacher Training Institute in New 
-York the first week in April.
The Baptist Ladles’ Circle will 
meet at the home of the president,
Mrs. Maud Walker, Wednesday for 
an all day session.
An evening cf rare entertainment 
is offered for Monday at the 
Methodist Church when Mrs. Wil­
liam D. Talbot of Portland will ap­
pear in a lecture “Ranging the 
Maine Coast," illustrating the same boys that went home had their 
with exquisitely colored pictures Christmas tree on New Year's Day.
Mrs. Kenneth P. Lordi was greeted 
enthusiastically as she is seldom 
able to be present.
A letter from the matron of Op­
portunity Farm was read, in 
which she expressed pleasure and 
thanks for the generous Christ­
mas box sent to the boys at the 
heme. ALso two letters from boys 
there: "Opportunity Farm, New 
Gloucester, Me., Dear Friends 
—•! thank you very much for the 
beautiful scarf. It was blue. It 
was just what I wanted. I am 
going to wear it skating and slid­
ing. We all got lots of nice things. 
We had a wonderful dinner. The
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR 
FEBRUARY 17-22 
Community Bldg., Rockland





The Fuller Wet Mop is 
made of highly absor­
bent cotton yarn. It takes 
up water and dirt in­
stantly without streaking, 
and because of its design 
is easy to use and wring. 
This great mop takes the 
hard work out of floor 
washing.
SPECIAL







93 Limerock St. Tel. 431-W
which she and Mr. Talbot have 
taken in their many trips along the 
Coast. They are both deeply in-
Jeanne Moran, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Moran o* Pleasant street, celebrated her eighth birth- terested in color photography and
day Saturday afternoon at the home of her aunt, Mrs. Richard Emery. Lunch was served, games were played devote a great deal of time to that 
and Jeanne received many nice gifts. Front row. left io right: Vera Varney, Betty Varney, Carol Huntley, hobby. Aside from that, Mrs. Tal- 
Jackie Snow, Jeanne Moran the hostess, Patrick Moran, Carleen Young, Virginia Economy, Betty Robinson. known not only in her
native State, but elsewhere, as a 
lecturer and monologuist. Being a 
frequent visitor in town at the home 
of Miss Marion Weidman, she has 
many friends here who will look 
forward to tills event with the
I Second row: Sylvia Treneer, Judy Moran, Dickie Phillips, Sylvia Doherty, Kathleen O’Donnell.
—Photo by Cullen.
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Washington street. Mr. Wellman 
was born in Appleton, son of Eliza­
beth (Tyler) and Charles Wellman 
and had been a life long farmer. 
Services were held Sunday from 
residence with Rev. W. F. Brown 
officiating and burial was in Moun­
tain cemetery.
The Baptist Mission Circle will
Miss, Shirley Mae Thompson, meet Feb. 11 at 2 o’clock in the 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Karl 1 Church Parlors.
Thompson of Alden street, cele- Funeral services will be held 
brated her second birthday Friday Wednesday at 2 o’clock for Glen- 
aftemoon by entertaining a group da L. Porter, year old daughter of
of young friends with balloons, 
valentines, horns and refresh­
ments. She received many gifts. 
Those attending the party were: 
Mrs. Wendell Payson and daugh­
ter, Clarista; Mrs. Roger Young 
and daughter, Ruth and son Fred: 
Mrs. Minot Conary and daughter 
Rhea of Jonesport; Mrs. Howard 
RoMins and son Scott; Mrs. Law­
rence Tedford and son, "Billy’; 
Mrs. Harvey Rossiter and son, Al­
bert; Mrs. John Campbell and 
son Richard and the hostess. Mrs. 
Marjorie Hoffses and’ daughter. 
Elaine were invited but were un­
able to attend. The party was 
given at the home cf the grand­
mother. Mrs. Lovell Thompson. 
Mrs. Leslie Conary. also a grand­
mother was also present.
At Community Hospital; Pa­
tients are Mrs. Jay Potter: Law­
rence Erskine, Mrs. Velota Green­
law of Lincolnville and Mrs. 
Roselle Vicory of Hosmer Pond 
road.
Gerald Dalzell Is confined to his 
home Rawson avenue because of 
illness.
A public supper will be served 
Friday at the Snow Bowl.
The Friday Club this week meets 
with Mrs. Thomas French on 
Washington street. The reader 
will be Mrs. Mabel Wilson.
Mrs. Herbert Sylvester and Mrs. 
Minnie Lunt will be hostesses to 
the Ladies Aid Wednesday at 2 
o’clock at the latters home, Elm 
street.
The annual meeting of the Dis­
trict Nursing Association will be 
held Thursday at 4 oclock at the 
St. Thomas Parish House.
Nathaniel Emery Wellman, 89. 
died late Friday night at uie home 
of his daughter, Mrs. Bessie Leach,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Porter, who 
died Sunday at the Thayer Hos­
pital in Waterville after an illness 
of a few weeks. She is survived 
by a sister. Sylvia, and two grand 
mothers, Mrs. Fred Farnsworth 
and Mrs. Adria Dailey. Services 
W’ill be conducted from the resi­
dence at 10 Pleasant street.
A covered dish supper will be 
served Friday at 6.30 for the 
Philatheas and husbands, also the 
Chadavae members and husbands 
at the Baptist Church. Deputy 
Commissioner Archer Grover of 
the Fish & Game Commission in 
Augusta will give an interesting 
lecture accompanied by pictures 
depicting the four seasons in 
Maine. A large attendance anti­
cipated.
A rehearsal of the Baptist 
Ycung People’s Choir will be held 
at the parsonage, Friday at 6.30 
o’clock.
The Baptist Ladies Circle meets 
Wednesday afternoon at the church 
parlors.
The Hattie Philbrook house on 
Sea street has recently been rent­
ed to Fred Pomroy by the Allen ] 
Insurance Agency.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil GoodWin 
spent Sunday in Stockton Springs.
Ray Spear, MLss Leila Clark, 
Charles Smith and Virginia Smith. 
Refreshments concluded an eve­
ning of fun and Mr. and Mrs. 
Condon invited the group to meet 
at their home in two w’eeks.
Mrs
The proceeds will go 
toward the Church fund.
Glamour Girl of Babylon
Used Rouge and Mirror
In ancient Babylon Matrunna and height of anticipation, and lt should 
Amnestris touched up their eye- have a strong appeal to the pubhc 
lashes with black, their lips and Keneraj
cheeks with rosy pigment, holding 
up their mirror to appraise the re­
sult, even as Joyce and Sadie and f-^r. Loughlin of Augusta visited 
Muriel today. But the pigments tbe schools Monday and a'dminLs- 
were contained in little shells, and tered the tuberculin test to 85 pu- 
the mirror, though shaped exactly pils in the Grammar and High 
like a lady’s mirror of today, was School departments 
not glass, but bronze. I Orris Burns Jr Qf thg Hpad_
The bloom on Amnestris’ cheek, I quarterg Division stationed at pt 
whether painted by the goddess Ish- .. . ..
tar or by Amnestris' own tapering 1 1 spen ie weekend with 
hand, has faded, and Amnestris' . Parents.
charms are dust. But the shells The final game in the annual five 
that held her cosmetics, the dainty game contest between the Gram- 
earrings of wrought hollow gold that mar School teams, both boys and 
she wore, and her necklaces of giris and the High School freshman 
etched cornelian - these weapons bcys. and bafiketbal, teams
from the arsenal of a Babylonian . . __. ,
lady can be seen in Chicago, in the s p aye iday at the local gym-
new Hall of Babylonian Archeology, 
in the basement of the Field Mu­
seum of Natural History.
The hall is described by Clifford
nasium with the Grammar School 
teams winning both games, and for 
the first time in the several years 
in which such a contest has been
C. Gregg, director, as one of the conducted between the two schools, 
most ambitious- projects in recon- were declared the winners of the 
.tructing the life of a long past cups offered to the teams wlnni
®vxz-»r»H mror unnorto lznr\ l-»xr tnn r»-iii °
three out of the five games. Both 
games were fast and exciting and 
were outstanding for good sports­
manship, and excellent team work, 
Prin. George Cuuningham of the 
High School coached the Grammar 
girls and Prin. Earle Achorn of the 
Departmental grades coached the 
Grammar boys. The cups will be
epoch ever undertaken by the mu- 
leum. It represents 18 years of re­
search and contains material ex­
cavated at the ancient city of Kish 
by the joint Mesopotamian expedi­
tion of Field museum and Oxford 
university.
Some of the objects go back to 
the fourth millenium before Christ, 
as the models of saddle-shaped
chariots, or the carving of a ram in „„„„___ _ „ , ...
lapis lazuli so small that you need an Presented to the win-
a magnifying glass to appreciate its 
excellence,, or the cylinder seals, an 
ancient form of reproduction.
New York, Opportunity City
New York has been called the city 
of opportunities, of conquests and of 
Horatio Alger stories, and it is, 
points out Louis Sobol, New York 
columnist. Here are a few exam-
ning teams at a joint meeting of 
the two schools in the near future 
Miss Muriel Giles of Rockland 
was recent dinner guest at the 
nome of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert 
Crockett.
Funeral -ervices for Herbert A. 
Bryant were held Saturday at the 
Russell funeral parlors with Rev. 
C. V. Overman of the Baptist 
Church officiating. The inter­
ment w’as in Mountain Cemetery,
pies cited by Sobol to show that the 
The meeting of the Dandylions I above statement is true: David Sar- 
soheduled to meet with Mrs. Min- noff, head of Radio Corporation of j Camden The floral Tributes were
nie Luce Tuesday night has been — - —--------- 1
cancelled. The next meeting will
be Feb. 18.
Telling Age of Fish
Telling the age, origin of fish and 
how many times they have spawned 
by their scales is a new technique 
recently developed by Dr. R, A. 
Nesbit of the United States Fish and 
Wild Life service and David H. Wal­
lace of the Chesapeake Biological 
laboratory of Solomons, Md. The 
scales of fish show annual growth 
“rings” much like the annular rings 
in trees. Fish scales are better age 
indicators than teeth in horses. The 
portion of the scales shaped like an 
inverted “V” which lies underneath 
the skin reveals these “rings." They
America, started as a messenger I 
boy; Al Jolson arrived in New York 
so broke that he slept on a park 
bench; Irving Berlin sang in a sa­
loon for the price of a night’s lodg­
ing; Lawrence Tibbet couldn’t af­
ford the cheapest seat at the Metro­
politan Opera house when he first 
came to New York. Sam H. Har­
ris started working in a hat store; 
Al Smith was a truck driver who 
later became governor, and John 
Golden began his career as a brick-
were Frank Salisbury, Frank Al­
lenwood, Lou H. Upham and Fred 
Holbrook.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light 
Chapter OEiS. will be held tonight 
with the newly installed officers 
filling the stations.
A Humboldt, Ia., fanner claimed 
the pancake eating championship 
layer. And Sophie Tucker started after hed downed 93. He said a
out as a waitress. mouthful.
I thought that the tree was going 
to fall over it had so many pack­
ages on it. I hope you had a won­
derful Christmas and will have a 
Happy New Year." Another said: 
Dear Friends, We are writing to 
thank you very much for that 
beautiful picture of the Coast of 
Maine and the rug and chair seat. 
They were all wonderful. That 
Coast of Maine picture Ls hanging 
in the dining room. The rug is 
on the floor in the room where our 
good dishes are kept.” We all got 
lots of nice things for Christmas.”
The framed outline map of 
Maine, the rug and chair seat were 
made by the N.Y.A. Girls of Rock­
land, under direction and super­
vision of Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg 
and Mrs. Helen Carlson.
Election of delegates and alter­
nates to the D.A.R. Continental 
Congress resulted as follows: The 
regent, Mrs. Mabelle Rosev (by vir­
tue of her office) but has two al­
ternates: The vice regent, Mrs. 
Maude Blodgett, and Mrs. Kath­
erine St. Clair. The delegate 
elected was Mrs. Helen Carlson; 
her two alternates are: Mrs. Irene 
Moran and Mrs. Mary Copoer. The 
Continental Congress is held the 
w’eek of April 13th, in Washington, 
D. C.
The State of Maine D.A.R Con­
ference is to be held in Bangor, 
March 19 and 20. The delegates 
are: Mrs. Mary Perry Rich. Mrs. 
Anne Sncw. Miss Ellen Cochran, 
Mrs. Helen Carlson. Mrs. Clara 
Thurston, Mrs. Irene Moran and 
Miss Marion Weidman. Alternates 
are Miss Cora Perry, Mrs. Mary 
Southard, Mrs. Alice Cobb. Mrs. 
Hattie Davies, Mrs. Mary Cooper, 
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg and Mrs. 
Eugene Stoddard.
Officers and Chapter chairmen 
reported on various phases of 
D.AjR. activities. Mrs. Alice Karl, 
reported that Louise Harding, 
daughter of Fred Harding of 
Rockland, and Virginia Kinney, 
daughter of Mrs. Rodney Kinney 
of Tenants HaTbor. have been 
chosen by the student body and 
faculty as their candidate for the 
Good Citizenship Pilgrimage to 
Washington, D. C. The State win­
ner is chosen at the Conference in 
Bangor, in March.
Mrs. Hester Chase, asked for 
contributions to be put in the box 
for Ellis Island, which must be 
shipped in about three weeks.
Mrs. Blodgett reported having 
typed 636 pages of genealogical 
data for the four libraries where it 
is the custom of the D.A.R.s in 
Maine to deposit such material for 
research work. Mrs. Rich read an 
article in regard to House Bill No.
“More genuine musical talent 
than has been discovered in any 
previous group was unearthed 
among 500 new arrivals at the 
NYA Quoddy Work Experience 
Project,” states Director Robert H. 
Augustinus.
Out of scores of talented candi­
dates for the ycuth orchestra, 
music supervisor Kenneth L. 
Matthews was able to select a 12 
piece unit which after only two 
days rehearsal played for a "get 
acquainted ball” in the recreational 
building at Quoddy. Mr. Matthews 
stated that he would not hesitate 
to compare the quality of the 
Quoddy Orchestra's music with 
that of any orchestra that Quoddy 
has ever had.
Young men on the project with 
their young lady guests from neigh­
boring towns comprised an audience 
of more than 1000.
Most members of the orchestra 
have had considerable experience 
playing in professional and school 
orchestras, all but the drummer 
and tuba players having their own 
instruments.
1776. and Senate BUI, No. 275, 
w’hich have to do with the Lend- 
Lease bill now before Congress. No 
action as an organization was 
taken.
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, w’ho gave 
a splendid talk on National De­
fense, afterwards refreshments 
were served by the hostess, assisted 
by Miss Cora Perry, Mrs. Sher­




Soil vs. Wood is the enthralling 
theme in Gen< Stratton Porter's 
classic best seller "Laddie” showing 
at the Comique today. This pro- 
vocative theme inspires all the 
heart stirring romance and conflict 
of the irrepressible "Laddie" with 
Tim Holt in the featured lead. Lad- 
die falls in love with Pamela, the 
gorgeous daughter of an aristocra­
tic father. The parent is stern and 
arrogant, sneers at Laddie as a farm 
boy and Ls bitter over a disgraced 
sen he left In England He forbid3 
Pamela to see Laddie and the love 
affair Ls temporarily shattered How 
Laddie's little sister directs her 
fairy tale mind towards placating 
the adamant father and salvaging 
the romance is a delightful story. 
Tim Holt who recently scored m 
"Fifth Avenue Girl,” “Wagon 
Train” and “Swiss Family Robin­
son" is said to be a perfect choice 
for the young hoosier farmer Vir­
ginia Gilmore, a beautiful newcom­
er, depicts Pamela; eight year old 
Jean Carroll, Ginger Rogers, sassy 
sister in "Primrose Path,” Ls the 
Little Sister and Spring Byington, 
the mother in the Jones family 
completes the cast. Tuesday is en­
cyclopedia night. Complete the set, 
now for Wednesday is the last 
chance. Cash night is also Tues­
day. "The Picture Treat that Can't 
be beat is always found at the 
Comique."
neath tropical skies
show up as blank spaces where the Lewis Burns and daughter, . new scaies were not iajd down due 
to slowed growth during winter.Mary Antoinette, of Friendship are 
spending a week with her parents. It is necessary to use a microscope 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Young. t for accurate results.
BRING OUT THAT HIDDEN 




Ginger Rogers Presents Kitty Foyle—in ’Teens and Twenties!




Push Up Wave 
BEAUTY 
AIDS
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, PHONE 142
8
As the heroine of “Kitty Foyle,” that best-selling “natural history of a woman” by Christopher Morley, 
Ginger Rogers’ title-role creation carries the white-collar girl from her early teens to her middle twenties. 
Miss Rogers is said to do an extraordinarily skillful job In presenting the little girl who is the sole com­
panion of crotchety Pop Foyle of Griscom street, Philadelphia, and growing up with her to the assured young 
lady of New York business circles who becomes Mrs. Wynne Strafford VI—and then decides she will have none 
of it! Dennis Morgan is seen at Strafford, and James Craig as Mark Eisen, the second romantic prince gal­
lant, in the notable production which RKO Radio has made of the popular story.
Animals, Plants
The number of individuals of liv­
ing animals and plants is so enor­
mous that even an estimate would 
be impossible. There are approx­
imately 820,000 species of animals 
known, and about 250,000 species of 
existing plants. Of these, 700,000 
species of animals belong to one 
group, the Arthropoda, which in­
cludes the insects, while 150,000 spe­
cies of plants are seed plants.
Silhouette
The silhouette was named for 
Etienne de Silhouette, a French min­
ister of finance, who was so rigidly 
economical that he often withheld 
funds from worthy objects. His 
name came to be applied to any­
thing imperfect or incomplete and 
eventually to the kind of picture 
which lacks being a complete repre­
sentation.
.! . ■ -.'111.. ■■ - IL. ■ ■- 1
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... Miami awaits youl BmL in the 
tunshine of golden day* and the 
cooling breezes of atarry nights. 
A COMPLETE vacation ia your* 
■^•at El Comodoro Hotel, easily 
accessible to all activities. Rates 
are from $2 50 tingle to It 00 
double. Attractive season rates 
250 newly redecorated rooms 
with bath. Our air-cooled coffee 
shop ia famous for its fine, 
moderately priced food. Popular 
Cocktail Lounge.
Under Personal Directive 
JOBKPN II ADAMS. MANAGER
HIST STREET AT SECONO AV(. 
jOFIM THI VIAS SOUND
the blue coal way
IS THE EASY WAY TO 
HE A T YOUR HOME
• If you want clean, healthful, coal’ burns long, slowly and coin- 
trouble-free heat the rest of the Win- pletely with little attention—gives you 




SOLD ONLY BY AUTHORIZED bluecoal' DEALERS
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
of the
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND, ME.
As Shown By Its Books 
JANUARY 20, 1941
President, Morris B. Perry Treasurer, Lendon C. Jackson, Jr.
Vice President, Elmer B. Crockett Asst. Treasurer, Zenas W Melvin
Vice President & Secretary, Herbert C. Newbegin Clerk. Ensign Otis
Directors—Charles H. Berry, Putnam P. Bicknell, J, C. Creighton. Elmer B. 
Crockett, Alfred C. Hocking. ArC. McLoon, Lincoln F. McRae H C New 
begin, Morris B. Perry. Charles E. Starrett, Arthur K. Walker.
Organized July 17, 1933
ASSETS
Loans and Discounts ......................................
Mortgage Loans ..............................................
Overdraws ......................................................
United States Securities ............................
Other Bonds and Stocks .......................... ..
Bank Building, Furniture and Fixtures 
Other Real Estate Owned
Cash and Due from Banks








. 284 453 93
37 984 17 
10.000 no
634.508 20 





Capital Stock ;.................................................. ....................................... gioq qqq on
Surplus .............................................................................................................................. 50 ooo 00
Undivided Profits ............................. _ jg 357 55
Reserves .............................. 36.16fi 88
Savings Deposits ....................................................... -,5 tf
Demand Deposits ....... 752£15 70
Certified, Dividend and Treasurer’s Checks Outstandinr 1.859 31
Letters of Credit ........................ ,.,0 00
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le young hoosier farmer. Vlr-
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j Sister and Spring Byington, 
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bedia night Complete the set, 
J ior Wednesday Ls the last 
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xlrs Harry E. Wilbur was hos- 
,t/9 iast week to Panprimar Club, 
. er home on Summer street, for
‘ win3 and luncheon.
William Ellingwood' will ks 
chairman of the Methodist Clivr.-i 
C;. <e upper Wednesday
i;:h will be followed by a -uJ- 
, tS, meeting of the Woman s Cu- 
\.y of Christian Service. A pro- 
rj:n wiil be presented, under tl.e 
,iire ;on of Mrs. Edith TwectLe.
XI, s Christol Cameron was hos- 
Saturday night to Lafalot 
n .,t dinner and' a social eve- 
r Members present were Mrs. 
Mamce Ginn, Mrs. R. S. Sherman, 
Xirs I Lawton Bray, Mrs. Helen 
P Perry, Mrs. Israel Snow. Miss 
Katherine L Keating, Miss Vittrice 
A Carmi, Mrs. Harold W. Look
-n£j Mr Sanford W. Delano.
olli tropical skies
jchn B Mazzeo is a patient in
Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Karl 
WPre tendered a surprise party 
Friday night in honor of their 
25th wedding anniversary by 
members of the Christmas Sewing 
Club and husbands. Guests were 
Mr and Mrs. Donald L. Karl, Mr. 
md Mrs Walter C. Ladd, Mr. and 
Xfr Knott C. Rankin, Mr. and 
Mrs Omond A Palmer and Mrs. 
George B Davis, Mr. and Mrs. L. 
A Thurston were unable to at­
tend. A social evening was spent, 
and refreshments were served. Mr. 
and Mrs. Karl were p resented' with 
a silver cake dish.
Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers will en- 
tertaiiy' Tonian Circle Wednesday 
night/
Mrs. Mildred Heal and Mrs. 
Madeline Hanscom are on vaca­
tion this week from the telephone 
cc.'.l.'ol office.
M.ss Sandra Jones, who has been 
a surgical patient at Knox Hos­
pital, has returned to Appleton.
I Mrs. Irving Tuttle of Union is 
spending the week with Mrs. Elonia 
Tuttle, Broadway.
MacDonald Class will meet next 
Monday night with Mrs. W. F. 
Brawn.
Miss Helen Goldsmith of Old 
Town was the weekend guest cf 
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Goldsmith.
Opportunity Class will meet 
Thursday night at the home of 
Mrs. Christine Dorr, Rankin street
Harry Gerrish went Sunday to 
New York.
Browne Culb will meet Thursday 
night at the home of Mrs. George 
J. Cumming, North Main street. 
Miss Thelma Russell and Anna 
Webster will be assisting hostesses.
Timothy O’Donnell, who has been 
confined to his home by illness is 
receiving treatment at the Vet­
erans Hospital in Togus.
Mr. and Mrs Sidney Segal have 
returned from their honeymoon 
journey to Boston. New York and 
Washington, D. C.. and are resid­
ing on Rankin street.
Mrs. L. E. McRae returned Fri­
day frem a trip to Miami, Fla., the 
return journey being made by boat 
as far as Boston. Miss Frances 
Quint, who accompanied Mrs. Mc­
Rae spent the weekend in Portland 
and arrived home Sunday.
Mrs. Forest Pinkerton is a sur­
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Miss Arne Dean of Portland and 
William Marriner of Portsmouth, 
N. H were weekend guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Walter Brltto, Cedar 
street.
Miss Ruth Nicho'.s and her room­
mate Barbara Bond returned today 
to Kents Hill, after a weekend visit 
with Miss Nichols’ parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. A. J. Nichols. They were ac­
companied by Beatrice Mills cf 
North Haven.
Dr. and Mrs. Dana S. Newman 
have returned from a Winter so­
journ at Miami, Fla.
John W. Davis of the Post Office 
staff left Friday on a vacation 
trip to Florida.
A Six Year Old Hostess This And That
I ai waits i|ou
Miami awaitsyool Batlnn the 
sunshine of golden days and the 
cooling breezes of starry nights. 
A COMPLETE vacation ia yours 
7-nt El Comodoro Hotel, easily 
1 a. lessihlr to all activities. Kale* 
are from 12 50 single to 14 00 
double Attractive season rates. 
250 newly redecorated rooms 
with hath Our air-cooled coffee 
■ hop is famous for its fine, 
moderately priced food Popular
Cocktail Lounge.
Voder Pereoool Di radio a 
JUSKPM II ADAMS. MANAGER
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s 
<econd floor, 16 School street. Odd 
I Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur 
| coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate 
I prices.
Mrs. Ruth Cross and Miss Char- 
leen Ramsdell entertained Satur­
day night at a shower party, com­
plimenting Mrs. Simon Hamalai- 
nen, who was presented with gifts. 
Guests were Miss Priscilla Rcbin- 
son, Mrs. Wesley Knight, Miss Elea­
nor Look and Mrs. Ted Lewis. Bowl­
ing furnished diversion, with prizes 
for high scores going to Miss Rob­
inson and Mrs. Knight, and conso- 
atio to Mrs. Lewis. Luncheon was 
served.
Miss Louise McIntosh of Fort 
Williams spent the weekend at her 
home on South Main street.
Mr. and Mrs Alwin French were 
1 guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry Rogers in South Waldoboro.
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR 
FEBRUARY 17-22 
Community Bldg., Rockland
More Fun, More Prizes, More Games 
TFran Ever Before
15-20
I b SHUT AT SI CONO AVI 
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SUITS, OVERCOATS and FURNISHINGS AT PRICES THAT 
MAKE YOU WANT TO SAY "WHAT AM I WAITING FOR?”
You’d never think to read these prices, that woolens are advancing like 
the Greeks, but that’s not going to stop us from having the greatest 
clearance sale in years.
READ THESE PRICES, MR. ROCKLAND, BUT REMEMBER THAT HUNDREDS, 
nc nTHFR MEN AND WOMEN ARE READING THEM, TOD!OF OTHER MEN AND OMENVA • 1 -
FOR MEN—
26 Mallory Hats; reg. 5.00 . . . $2.95
White Shaker Sweaters............... 1.49
Slip-on Sweaters . . . • ................ .95
Sleeveless Sweaters . . . .98 and 1.65 
Wool Coat Sweaters. . . . ..... 1.50
Wool Flannel Shirts ................... 2.49
Cotton Flannel Shirts................... .79
Work Shirts ................................... .39
Dress Shirts ................... .29 and 1.29
Cotton Breeches . . . . ................... .98
Work Pants...................... .89 and 1.98
Wool Knickers . . . . . .................. ..  .50
Felt Hats........................................... .39
Ski Caps .................................................... .19
Drivers’ Uniform Caps.. .. .. .. .. .. .10
Winter Weight Undershirt .... .39
Winter Weight Under-Short . • .39
Cotton Shorts...........    .19
Outing Flannel Pajamas . . .... .98
Wool Scarfs..................   .5$
.18
FOR BOYS—
All Wool Camp Jerseys................ .39
Sport Shirts ... .................................. .29
Colored Sweat Shirts................... .49
White Sweat Shirts..................... .29
Black Shaker Sweater................ 1.98
Wool Mittens.................................. .29
Dungarees .............   .39
Knickers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .29 and .79
Play Suits ........................................ .29
Corduroy Overalls .... .79 and 1.19
Pajamas .......................................... .39
Raincoats ...........   .98
One Overcoat, size 5........................ 2.95
Wool Mackinaws and Jackets,
1.95 to 6.95
Ski Jackets ......................................... 3.93
Wool Slip-on Sweaters............. 1.29
Wool Coat Sweaters ................ 1.95
All Wool Skating Sox...................... .25Knit Driving Gloves......................
Overalls ...........‘.............................. .75
Frocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
i oo Neckties.. .. .. .. . .55; 2 for 1.00
Handkerchiefs ........................ doz .90
Wool Plaid Jackets........................ 2.98
Worsted Gabardine Raincoats . 5.95 
One Grey Topcoat, size 36 . . • • 5.95
And Suits and Overcoats at 
Great Savings
and many wore bargains too numerous to mention at these
PRICES-ALL SALES MUST BE FINAL AND FOR CASH ONLY
GREGORY’S
416 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, MAINE TELEPHONE 294
FOR GIRLS—
Suede Leather Jacket................... $2.98
Pony Hose........................................ .29
Ear Muffs........................ .10 and .20
Wool Scarfs................ ................... .59
Wool Ski Pants .... ................... 1.50
♦
Carol, six year cld daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Clarke of Union street, celebrated her birtdhav on 
Saturday, entertaining a group of young friends with a party, games and refreshments. Front row, left to 
right: Shirley Ann Nelson. Barbara Boynton, Sonia Curry, Sylvia Cifrry, Sally Cameron, Judith Campbell. 
Second row: Nancy Post, Carol Clarke the hostess, Sandra Leigh, Lee Dudley, J canine Leach.
—Photo by Cullen.
Serg. John II. Breen. Jr., of Ft. 
McKinley spent the weekend with 
his mother, Mrs. Rose Freeman, 
Granite street.
Albert M. Hastings, well known 
dry goods merchant, suffered a 
serious ill turn Sunday morning. 
This morning’s report showed a 
slight improvement.
Carl F. Morse who has been 
critically ill at Knox Hospital with 
pneumonia, has recovered to such 
extent that he will probably re­
turn home this week.
Mrs. John Mills was hostess last 
night to Monday Niters. Prizewin­
ners were Mrs. William Hooper, 
Mrs. O. B. Brown, Mrs. Forest 
Hatch and Mrs. Austin Huntley, 
consolation, Mrs. Mildred Achorn 
and travel prize, Mrs. Brown. Mrs 
Cecil Murphy will entertain at next 
week's meeting.
First Lieut. Everett K. Mills of 
Fort McKinley spent the weekend 
at his home.
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess 
last night to T.H.E. Club, at her 
home on Walker Place. Awards in 
cards went to Mrs. Louis Cook and 
Mrs. Sherman Rokes, Mrs. Albert 
Havener receiving the travel prize.
Mrs. Madlene Jackson enter­
tained Junior Women's Club last 
night, with Miss Jeannette Stahl 
and Mrs. Margaret Matheson as­
sisting hostesses. Miss Annie 
Rhodes and Mrs. Vivian Black were 
admitted as new members. Presi­
dent Margaret Stone told of her 
trip to the State Federation meet­
ing in Augusta, followed b.v the 
program "American Folk Lore." In­
teresting papers were given on 
"Lumbering Stories" by Mrs. Math­
eson and read by Miss Stahl; "Ne­
gro Stories" by Mrs. Eleanor John­
son; "Indian Folk Lore" by Miss 
Marguerite deRochemont; "Cowboy 
Ballads’’ by Miss Margaret Adams. 
Refreshments were served. The 
next meeting will be March 3, at 
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Starts Wed., Feb. 12
"GONE WITH THE WIND”
with
CLARK GABLE, VIVIEN LEIGH 





2.00, 6.30. 8.30 
3.00, 6J0, 8.30
By K. 8. F.
Birds and animals often starve 
to death when food is plentiful be­
cause they are afraid to try un­
familiar food. Fcr instance, it 
took three years for quail in Flori­
da and Georgia to iearn that mil­
let and other grains planted Jor 
them were good to eat.
* * ♦ ♦
Did it ever occur to you that life 
must mean a lot to yourself if 
you really want life to mean any­
thing to you.
MRS. ELIZABETH FIELD
Mrs. Elizabeth Field died Sunday 
at the Home for Aged Women. 
She was the daughter of Lincoln 
and Rebecca Rhoades. She was 
married in Camden to Charles W 
Field. May 26. 1881. The one child, 
, a son Leroy Field, survives his 
mother. Mrs. Field had always 
lived in Rockland. She had been 
a member of the Home for Aged 
Wcmen since 1934, and had made 
a place for herself, and will be 
greatly missed. Hers was a beau­
tiful character, with great love for 
her friends and deep appreciation 
fcr all the kindnesses shown her in 
the Home. The services were held 
at the Russell Funeral Home this 
morning.
DIGNITY ON SKIDS
No Way To Treat a Lady, But
It Worked Well In Texas
It seems a bit mischievous, to 
say the least, this strewing banana 
peels in the downward path of a 
shining new ship poised for her 
debut into sea society. Engraved 
invitations politely call it a launch­
ing, but if the builders are reallv 
serious about sprinkling 7.000 
pounds of ripe bananas on the ways 
the impending dip of the 11.000- 
ton lir.er Cape Lookout at Beau­
mont, Texas may better be de­
scribed as "a header off the deep 
end."
Buttering the ways is an old trick. 
In fact, the smell of smoking mut­
ton tallow is a familiar thing 
about the launching rite. But 
greasing the skids with banana 
peels—that’s carrying levity at a 
launching a little too far—and 
fast. Picture, if ycu can, this per­
formance in the measured mood of 
Lofig'ellcw’s stately ode,
She starts, she moves.
She seems to feel
The plantain skin
Beneath her keel. ,
It’s no way to treat a lady.— 
Christian Science Monitor
Perry Howard has returned to 
Bangor Theological Seminary after 
spending the weekend with his 
mother, Mrs. Esther Howard.
Miss Ruth Grover of Athol, Mass., 
was the weekend guest of Mr. and 
Mrs. Russell Bartlett.




in society now 
... Lew Ayres 







HOC K k A M
Follow The Trend
Rockland League of 
Women Voters
A number of the members of the 
Rockland League of Women Voters 
met at tne home of Mrs. Maurice 
Lovejoy on Monday when discus­
sion of the lend-lea.se bill was held. 
The following lias been recently 
received frem the National Head­
quarters:
The National League of Women 
Voters will support the amended 
“lend-lease” bill upon which House 
Debate Is scheduled to begin today
Mrs. Louise Leonard Wright, 
Chicago, National League foreign 
policy chairman, said the League, 
which two weeks ago backed the 
original measure, is "satisfied” 
with the amendment agreed to by 
the House Foreign Affairs Com­
mittee. After concluding a ten- 
day speaking tour before the 
leagues in Ohio, New York, New 
Jersey, and Maryland .Mrs. Wright 
is in Washington tj confer with 
Miss Marguerite M. Wells. National 
League president.
Explaining the League's stand, 
Mrs. Wright said: ‘The proposed 
amendments which tav? been add­
ed to H. R. 1776 by the House 
Foreign Affairs Committee do not 
add or subtract from the objective 
of the bill. The League cf Women 
Voters supports the bill because we 
see in it a way to assist the British 
by non-violent means. As Secre­
tary Stimson testified, the oppor­
tunity offered by this b.ll may be 
‘the last call for that sort of pro­
cedure’
"In visiting a number qf I.eagues 
I have been impressed by the un­
derstanding which our members 
have of the significance cf this 
measure and the necessity of keep­
ing it in flexible form so that the 
policy established by Congress may 
be effectively carried cut as cir­
cumstances demand."
Amendments agreed to by the 
House Foreign Affai;s Committee 
provide that the act is to expire 
June 30, 1943; the President is to 
report to the Congress at least 
every 90 days on actions taken un­
der the act and he is not required 
to disclose information which might 
be in the public interest to keep 
confidential; the Chiefs of Staff of 
the Army and Navy are to be con­
sulted prior to disposition of any 
United States defcn.se material; the 
act is not to be interpreted to au- 
, thorize the United States Navy to 
convey merchant ships.
Mrs. W. B. Keene and daughter 
Miss Janet Keene arrived last week 
,to be guests of Mrs. Keer.e's parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy. Miss 
Keene returned Sunday to Sm.th 
• College, going with her aunt Mrs. 
Ruth G .Bird who will visit in 
1 Montclair, Ni J.
♦ ♦ • •
Edwin Valentine Mitchell, the 
charming writer of Maine Sum­
mer pr.d Winter, has now di: cov­
ered a 1500 pound bell in antique 
shop in Waldoboro.
* • * *
The Mississippi river is 14 420 
feet wide at its widest ooil.t, 
which is .ust 77 miles bleow Cairo, 
111.
• • • •
Hint—Wash all hair and clothes 
brushes in a hot solution of borax 
water about one tablespoon to a 
quart ef water, dip up an., down 
a numb’r of times, then .ir.se 
quickly in cold water and they will 
last longer ard the bristles remiur. 
firm and jjerfect.
• • • •<
Bates College cf Maine and Rol­
lins College of Florida are to de­
bate- cn tills time worn subject, 
“That Maine is the ideal play­
ground of the nation." Let it be 
declared now and forever that both 
States are ideal for all sports-—and 
let it go at that.
• • • •
In these days one can say with 
sorrow, that the man who lives 
in London hopes for the best but 
must prepare for the burst.
• • * •
New England clergy are to gather 
at Bowdoin College Feb. 16-19 for 
the tenth annual religious forum. 
Much good must ccme to me State 
from these gatherings and every 
help is needed today. w
• • • •
A recent letter from a Rockland 
resident who is spending the Win­
ter in Florida says, "Sneak thieves 
are about, and or.e person in this 
house was the victim and lost her 
purse with $R0 in it. This thief 
entered the hcuse with the aid of 
an ice pick." It would take more 
than an ice pick to get that much 
money out of my purse.
• * * •
“How is the Ladies Needlework 
Guild getting along?"
“Oh, sew sew."
• • • •
Anthony Folker invented and 
built the synchronized airplane ma­
chine gun in 48 hours, although 
he had never handled a machine 
gun before.
• * ♦ •
Ignace Paderewski raid, “Hu­
mility, my lifelong companion, has 
taught me how to accept events 
and to grow old without ever hav­
ing known conceit."
a * * •
Mexico is the great producer of 
quinine and there is no other drug 
so efficient in the cure of malaria 
yet discovered. However, quinine 
is very bad fcr Lite hearing, so if 
you are in a malaria country try 
not to take too much quinine.
• • • •
Here are seme of the Lincoln, 
Neb., police department formu­
lated scale degrees of intoxication 
that seem to hit the point:
Dry and decent 
Delighted and devilish 
Dizzy and delirious 
Dazed and dejected 
Dead drunk.
, All tragedy.
• • • •
Someone has suggested that the 
Chinese deserve sc ne cf their hard 
luck. They invented gun powder 
and printing ar.d seme give them 
credit for inventing civilization but 
they d.dt not expect it to turn out 
such a bad invention.
• • • •
It is well to knew contentment 
as the seasons come and go. but 
who can be condemned fcr glanc­
ing back through the months in 
memories to the gentle murmurs 
and perfumes of the flower-sweet 
Summer nights? Those tirpes of 
rare length of afterglow when the 
clock tells the hour of 9. yet dark­
ness lingers in. its approach and 
the shell of night closes down with 
soft masking l.ke whispering winds 
at play.
• • • •
Someone has sagely asked what 
causes the flight of time, and the 
reply was, "It’s probably urged cn 
by the spur of the moment."
• * ♦ *
Bright colored gloves are still 
the proper accents for dressing up 
the black coat and hat. If pos­
sible, the purse should happily 
blend. t
PHILIP J. THOMAS
Funeral services fcr Philip J. 
Thomas were held Sunday after­
noon from the family residence, 6 
Chestnut street, with a large at- 
teniance of lon?-time friends and 
an Impressive d1.splay of floral 
offering.-. Th* officiating cler^v- 
man v.as Rev. Cciwln H. Olds. Ir- 
tement was in Achorn cemetery. 
The bearers were C. Earle Lud­
wick. Eugene Stoddard, George L. 
St. Clair and Capt. John A Stevens.
The sudden death of Mr. Thomas 
was a great shock to his many 
friends, few of whom kr.ew of his 
brief sickness.
The deceased was a native of 
Rockland, his parents being the 
late Leander and Frances Thomas.
A graduate of Rockland Com­
mercial College, later attending 
Burdette’s Business College in Bos­
ton, he planned a commercial ca­
reer. and for a time was traveling 
salesman for the Cudahy Packing 
Company, and was aLso employed 
in the office of Perry Bios., the 
well knewn northend lime manu­
facturing company.
Ambitious to engage in business 
for himself he established a lish 
market at The Brook, operating a 
wholesale flsh business in con­
junction with it. When he dis­
continued the market in 1929 he 
remained in the wholesale business, 
with headquarters on his Chest­
nut street premises. Few men in 
the trade were better acquainted 
wi.h the flsh industry or handled 
it more successfully, and he be­
came widely known, to the fisher­
men on this section of the coast, 
and the trade in Boston and New 
York.
Known to everybody as "Phil” 
Thomas he had a reputation as a 
tireless worker, square dealer and 
a good friend to everybody.
He was a member of Aurora 
Lodge. F.A.M.
Mr. Thcmas was married in 1910 
j to Rita B. Young of Vinalhaven. 
who survives him, together with 
two sons—Leander P. of Boston, 
Richard E. of Shirley. Mass.; a 
daughter, Mary M. cf Augusta; 
and two sisters—Mrs. George W. 
Leadbetter and Mrs. Leila Hutch­
inson of Augusta.
The Rug Club met Friday with 
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd for an all-day 
session.
Tire Band Mothers’ Club met last 
night in tire High School library, 
for meeting and a social hour. It 
was voted to have Georgia Maee, ra­
dio artist come here in March for 
a benefit entertainment, to help 
the fund for band uniforms, which 
the members hope to purchase be­
fore the music festival in May. Re­
freshments w’ere served by the com­
mittee, including Mrs. Elmer E. 
T*ask, Mrs. Katherine Wood, Mis. 
Vance Norton, Mrs. Elvie Wooster, 
Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater and Mrs. 
Joseph E. Blaisdell.
CHILD'S COLDS




This theatre Will Close for ron- 
Istruction after the last perform­
ance on Feb. 1(1. Attend the wake 
to be held All This Week and 
Monday, Feb. 10.
Calling Hours: .Matinee 2, Sundiv 
3, Ev’g 7 and 9: Saturday 6.15
TUESDAY, FEB. 4 
One Day Only 
tneyclupedia Night and 
Cash Night, Come Collect $70 
“LADDIE"
Tim Helt, Virginia Gilmore 
The Three Stooges 
“FROM NURSE TO WORSE" 
"Rodeo Dough * News
WED.-THURS., FEB. 5-6
Wed.. r -*s4 Students Matinee 
Encyclopedia Night
“LITTLE NELLIE KELLY’’
Judy Garland, George Murphy 
"CHRISTMAS UNDER FIRE" 




Gary Cooper, Doris Davenport 
Walter Brennan
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More Great Men
W. R. Walter Gives Anec­
dotes of Franklin, Jackson 
and Henry Ward Beecher
Lives of gre-’t men oft remind us 
We can make our lives sublime.
And departing leive behind u»
Footprint* In the sands of time:
F otorlnts. that perhaps another. 
Sailing o'er life's solemn main
Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother 
Seeing may take heart re»inLongfellow
World War Conspiracy
by Albert E. Averill
When 350,000 American soldiers 
were killed and wounded on the 
battlefields of Prance ln the World 
War of 1914-1918, they “made the 
world safe” for the thousands-of- 
percent profit of American war In­
dustry stockholders.
But this was not the whole story. 
They did the same thing for the 
French stockholders In German
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ' war industries. In other words, 
It doei help one amazingly as they j American soldiers were shot by 
trudge through the “sands of time’ German bullets that paid a divi-
COMING UP-COMMUNITY FAIR
fo**'
baskets, glass sets, etc. will be given 
at the door each afternoon and
evening. A grand prize of $50 
cash will be given away Saturday 
night and there Will be innumer­
able prizes for beano, grabs, etc. 
d-JJ The “Miss Rockland” prizes will be 
in addition to the fair prizes.
The entertainment features have 
received very careful considera­
tion and will include Rockland 
City Band, Marjorie Mills, th© 
Lime City Orchestra, High School 
Orchestra and talent. Girl Scout
American Airways, the U. 8. Sugar 
Mill Corporation, second largest in
Write Interestinalv Of world and the Ever?hules-write inieresunyiy ui The tast named was the mo5t 
Wonderful Things, But I interesting to me. The Everglades 
Sigh For the Hills of Union contain about 4.500.000 acres.
abcut one-third of which is said 
to be the richest land in the !
Ayers In Florida
to fdlcw best they can the deepest 
imprints the good and great men 
have made as they played the tough 
fame cf earthly life.
dend to French warmakers. The 
soldiers of France paid the same 
dividends to the French investors 
in Oerman war industries. On the
O’ course there ls but one man, other hand, the German soldiers 
born cf woman, Jesus Christ, who i were shot by French bullets that 
i.ever did or thought a wrong, so
I’is life must be the only safe ert-
were owned by German investors 
in French war industries.
"Seems incredible," some say, 
“oan hardly believe it.” The only 
Incredible thing in the situation is 
to credit a war profiteer with any 
scruples as to the source of his 
business. The warmakers of all 
countries have their war eggs in all 
of the war baskets and they hatch 
their profits from all of the war 
baskets.
Congressman J. Thorkelson of 
Montana in a speech in the House 
of Representatives Sept. 25, 1939, 
quoted at length from Senate 
Document 346. Quotations from 
this document follow
“In a heated debate in the 
French House of Deputies, after an 
Investigation conducted by that 
lawmaking body, it came out that 
the duration of the war was in the 
control of a few international fam­
ilies. These families controlled 
most of ti.e raw materials used in 
the manufacture of ammunition. 
They controlled most of the fac­
tories manufacturing amrfiunition.
“It appears further that they 
controlled both the civil govern­
ments and the military organiza­
tions of at least Germany and 
France. Some of the most notable 
of these families are the Vendel 
family, the Thyssen family, the 
Krupp family, and above them all, 
the famous international family of 
the Rothschilds, who are Jews by 
religion and barons of England, 
Oermany, France and Austria by 
business. These ubiquitous fam-
Food Fair, Feb. 17-221
“er
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was much interested in* read­
ing Mrs. E. K. Leighton's letter, 
published recently in your paper, 
regarding the steamship Manhat­
tan disaster, as Mrs. Ayer and I 
! saw the ship layirg on tho S3nd
down 
They
world. This land was a vast 
swamp covered, largely with water 
some 20 years ago. The U. S. Gov­
ernment spent $50,000,000 .recla­
mation project) on it. They dug 
canals about 16 feet deep and abcut 
the same in width which tapers 
to abcut five feet at the bettem 
throughout the best lard.
talent, baby show, dunking con- |
test, etc. The numbers will »be bar during a recent taur 
brief but vitally interesting and will the east coas: of Florida, 
not follow the plan of previous told us it could never be floated. ; The road closely parallels these 
vears. "Miss Rockland” prizes will As any endeavor to do so caused canals with beautiful native pine
fields are vaat» too. yielding l.ooo - 
000 tans per year.
We were shown celery fields. The 
rows of which were said to be 13 
miles in length. They are develop­
ing Summer oranges and arc 
claiming great results.
We were charmed with the 
beauty and prolusion of the tropi­
cal flowers, shrubs and over 40 
different varieties of Palm trees 
However I do not believe that 
Florida's natural scenery can com­
pare with the hills, valleys, fores:- 
green fields, lakes and the rcck­
bound coast cf the cld Pir.e Tier 
State.
Walter A. Ayer 





With Community Food Fair 
opening date less than two weeks 
away it becomes increasingly ap­
parent that the 1941 fair will be 
the geatest and most Interesting 
in the decades-long series.
The 1941 fair gets away to an 
auspicious start by having every 
available inch of booth space in 
the huge building sold to carefully 
selected firms, each of which will
tcrion to follow. The prediction !•» 
that "His kingdom will rule over 
oil.'' Well, whoever writes a letter 
end dates it is compelled to ac­
knowledge Him. and when a whob- 
sale mu'.derer like Hitler ceases his 
murderous operations on the Mas­
ter’s birthday, it might be reckoned 
a step toward that end. And, by the 
way. who knows but that thia worst 
conflict of all earthly hlat©ry Is 
taking place across that sea Is th© 
very means to bring to pass that 
event.
Surely Benjamin Franklin left 
his footprints in the “sands of 
time.” and his variety of talent and 
the help they were and are now, 
stamps him as one of the foremost 
statesmen and philosophers. When 
but a lad attending church with his 
father in an unfinished meeting­
house he kept looking overhead dur­
ing the service.
On arriving home his father told 
him to strip, as a punishment was 
due for not giving attention to the 
sermon. “But, says young little 
Benjamin, “If I can repeat tha ser­
mon verbatim, will you spare me 
the whipping?” The respite was 
granted and the sermon repeated.
"Now.” said young Franklin, "If you 
care to know I can tell you how 
many rafters there are in the 
meetinghouse.” When Franklin was 
ambassador to France there was a 
banquet given to the diplomats to 
which Franklin w©s Invited. It was 
after Uncle Sam had conquered both 
France and England. The French 
toastmaster spread forth ln eloquent 
terms the glories of France, com­
paring her to the moon shedding Its 
mellow light over nations, reconcil­
ing them to peace with each othor.
France had intermediated between 
the United States and England. The 
English ambassador compared Eng­
land with the glories of the sun.
When Franklin was called upon he 
rose and said: “My country is too 
young to have a history, but I will 
name you a man, Oeorge Washing 
ton, the Joshua, who commanded 
the sun and moon to stand still 
and they obeyed him.” That was 
an incident all Bible readers are 
familiar with.
Andrew Jackson was a great man, 
but how good he was I couldn’t 
vouch for. I have read about him 
being sent to New Orleans to inter­
cept the British who were expected 
to land there. The British general 
sent Jackson word that he would 
dine ln New Orleans that night.
Jackson sent back word that he 
(Jackson* would preside at the 
table. The British were defeated.
When sent down to Florida to as­
certain the cause of the uprising 
among the Indians, he found that 
the French were putting them up 
to it. Without any orders from 
Uncle Sam he opened fire on the 
French forts, which seemed to set­
tle the affair. Doing that without 
orders caused his commission to be 
revoked, but it elected him Presi­
dent.
Under his regime the treasury 
had a surplus which he caused to 
be disbursed among the people. My 
father and mother, little babes at 
that time, each received $3—the first 
time in history such a thing was 
done. The saying, “To the victors 
belong the spoils” was his Institution 
whatever the moral status of the 
act may count for. Not many years 
ago a man who knew Mr. Jackson 
was asked if he thought Mr. Jack- 
son went to heaven when he died.
Kis reply was, “He did tf he was 
headed that way."
One more character for this time 
and I’m through. Rev. Henry Ward 
Beecher, the unique preacher of 
American history. Great heart, 
great preacher and said to be the 
greatest American orator, with Wil­
liam Jennings Bryan ranging sec­
ond, and President Roosevelt third.
One instance to prove the greatness 
of his heart was when he threw open 
the doers of his elegant church and 
let the tired boys coming home from 
the Civil War go in and rest. Strang­
ers who were scheduled to stop 
over Sunday ln New York were ac­
customed to cress over to Brook­
lyn to hear the renowned preacher.
On one such occasion the stranger
was disappointed to find a substl- speak “Your honor,” he said, “lithe peaceful operation of same as 
tute in the pulpit. The substitute am the one who has hurt jn the operation of the smelt
this case, but for the sake of those ers. Likewise how could the French 
five children I am asking that this mine their 28.000 tons of coal per 
man be placed on probation.' and day if the Germans had recklessly 
Judge Thomas H Green said, “It is bombarded those mines 10 to 12
obliged to listen to. Well, he 
thought he would like to listen to 
something different before return­
ing to New York, so in the evening 
he sought another church but was 
doomed to be obliged to listen to the 
same program—same preacher, same 
sermon from the same text, “Simon 
Peter’s wife’s mother lay sick of a 
fever.”
Crossing the ferry the next morn­
ing when a short way from the 
shore the church bells began to 
ring, when a man approached him 
and asked if he knew why the bells 
were ringing. Recognizing the 
preacher he had listened to three 
times, preaching the same sermon 
from the same text he said, “I 
guess Simon Peters wife’s mother 
must be dead."
On one occasion returning from 
church the reverend gentleman 
stretched himself upon th© lounge 
and began to groan. His daughter 
asking the cause got the reply that 
he had made 6uch a mess of his ser­
mon. “Why father," she replied, 
”1 thought you preached exception­
ally well today.” “I always holler 
when I haven’t anything to say,” 
said Mr. Beecher.
Some time after the Civil War 
Mr. Beecher went to London to give 
a lecture. “The Spirit of the 
Britons.” which was so rank aga.inst 
the North in the conflict, even pro­
viding them with fighting material, 
had not yet been reconciled. When 
Mr. Beecher began to speak, the 
crowd began to heckle him. One 
man even shouted, “You said you 
could subdue the South in three 
months, why didn’t you do it?” Mr. 
Beecher replied. “We could if they 
had been Englishmen!” He got his 
hearing.
It seems to the writer that Mr. 
Beecher’s greatest grief came when 
Theodore Tilton sued for the alien­
ation of affections of his wife—one 
of the greatest trials that ever took 
place. Mr. Beecher was honorably 
vindicated and his salary raised by 
the church as a result
We can’t all be great ln a sense 
that the world defines greatness, 
but we all can be great as well as 
good when we have a mind and 
heart like John Wallace as he sat 
in a Chicago court last Tuesday.
Hies are so interspersed in the 
various countries that in some of 
the countries they have native- 
born citizens; in other countries 
they have naturalized citizens. 
Some of these citizens were found 
to be members of the warring 
countries.
“The principal iron mines, smelt­
ers and coal mines of Germany and ' 
France were Immediately on both1 
sides of the pre-war political boun- 1 
dary line separating the two coun- i 
tries in the Lorraine section. On' 
the French side there is a very ex- ' 
tensive coal field known as the, 
basin of Briey. In the same region 
there is an extensive coal field 
known as the basin of Bruay. These 
iron fields, iron mines, smelters andj 
coal mines were before and during, 
the World War the property of a , 
few international families and a 
few international corporations.
“The DeVendel family owned in 
one property about 25,000 acres of 
iron land, one half of which was 
in German territory and the other 
half in French territory. In an­
other property in the French basin, 
the DeVendel family with the 
Creusot interest—the Krupps of 
France—owned eight blast furnaces 
and also iron mines producing 
1,000,000 tons of iron yearly. On 
the German side the DeVendel 
family owned mining concessions 
at Meyeurre and Hayange. produc-: 
ing 3,000.000.000 tons of iron yearly, I 
also blast furnaces and smelters 
near these mines. In all, the De- : 
Vendel family controlled about 
200.000 acres of iron land in that 
section. The Germans owned 18 
mineral concessions in the Briey 
and Lonway Basin and a few more 
in Normandy.
“One day before the war was de- . 
dared the German Army proceed- I 
ed to and did seize the French 
basin of Briey. The French Gov­
ernment fPimediately ordered the 
French troops to withdraw eight 
miles from that section. Thus the 
Germans oocupied that important 
iron territory without any resist­
ance. The front at the basin of 
Briey was quiet during the war. It 
it said that not one single man 
was killed there until the Ameri- 1 
can Army began its drive against 
the Germans.
The reason for this is obvious.' 
In the basin of Briey, about 25 
miles behind the front, was the 
most important iron field from 
which the Germans mined a very 1 
large proportion of the iron used 
by them during the War. The Oer­
man smelters were there, working 
at full blast day and night, pre­
paring iron for munition destined 
to kill the French soldiers and 
other enemies. In the basin of 
Bruay, about 15 miles behind the 
front, were the most important 
French coal mines, which were 
worked day and night, so that the 
French may have enough coal to i 
treat their iron, from which am-' 
munition was manufactured to kill 
the Germans and other foes.
“In the French section of the 
basin of Briey alone, according to 
the statement made on the floor of 
the French Chamber of Deputies 
by M. Laucher, a French munition 
maker, minister of munitions, and 
minister of industrial reorganiza­
tion, the Germans mined 14,000,000 
tons of iron during the war. At 
the same time the French mined
contribute something to the value 
and the fun of the huge show. 
There will be no "dead” spots. 
Every booth will be an active and 
aggressive part of the affair. Never 
before have so many food demon­
strators been obtained, and each 
of these brings food tests, tastes, 
and samples. Among these will 
be such celebrities as “Aunt Je­
mima.”
A special drive has been made 
this year on prizes with emphasis 
on the afternoon and evening 
door prizes and the grand prizes 
for each night. Fifty valuable 
gifts such as water pails, waste
be awarded Friday night. 
Community Food Fair will turn
every penny of its proceeds over to 
Community Building. Not an offi­
cer or official of the fair will re­
ceive a penny for his work. Com­
munity Building, with the proceeds 
of the fair available, added to the 
income of all activities of the 
building itself will thus be able to 
extend to maintain in full the 
many activities for the public and 
the underprivileged that it now 
carries on. Added to its social 
service work the Community Build­
ing treasury uses its funds insofar 
as it can without hampering its 
service, to the upkeep of the huge 
building, repairs, improvements, 
etc. It must be remembered that 
Community Building. Inc., started
[ it to sink deeper in the sand.
Places of interest we visited on 
the tour, were the Cypress Gar­
dens. the Bok Singing Tower. Palm 
Beach, Miami, Miami Beach, 
Hia|eah Race Track, the Pan
trees growing—set abcut eight feer 
apart, betweer the read and 
canals, extending icr miles and 
miles. The soil is t.ack and rich 
and has an average depth of six 
to eight feet. Under this soil is a 
soft ledge. When dug out and ex­
posed to the sun, it gradually be­
comes hard as rock. They build 
their roads of this reeky substance.
They can hold the water in these 
canals to a given level so as to
Iloudini’s Library
By his will and a codicil therein, 
Houdini the magician bequeathed to 
the Library of Congress his entire 
library, except his dramatic colic* 
tion. There are 126 albums of clip 
pings on Harry Houdini, 1.620 vo! 
umes and pamphlets, 107 volumes 
of periodicals on magic. 3,238 books 
and pamphlets and 134 volumes of 
periodicals <>••> *u'’ i sychic.
Before the bar was a man whose 
car had killed Mrs. Wallace on 28,ooo tons of coal daily in the
Christmas Day, and who was ac­
cused of being a “hit and run" 
driver. The defendant’s attorney 
pleaded that a one year sentence 
recommended by the State was too
basin of Bruay in the Department 
of Pas-de-Calais, only 10 to 12 
miles behind the Briey front. How 
could the Germans mine their 
14,000,000 tons of iron 25 miles be-
severe because he had never been in hind the front, and how could the
trouble before, besides he had five 
small children.
As the attorney concluded. John 
Wallace. 65. with tears in his eyes
Kruppps manufacture ammunition 
from that iron with which the 
French soldiers were killed by the 
millions! if the French had bom-
asked permission from the court to barded those mines and disturbed
took for his text, “Simon Peter’s 
wife’s mother lay sick of a feevr.” 
In the afternoon he went to another 
church and, behold, the same 
preacher, the same text and the 
same sermon verbatum he was
so ordered." W. R. Walter.
North Waldoboro, Jan. 25.
miles behind the French line?” 
(To be continued)
from scratch without a cent of 
money or a stick of furniture in 
the huge building. It has been a 
good will proposition from the start I 
and the great building r.ow truly |
a community center, well equipped ' guard against excessive rains or 
and doing one of the most cut- drouth by the use of pumps. Any 
standing pieces of social work in excess water is pumped into Okee- 
Maine, has been made possible by 1 chobee Lake or drawn from it. The 
the devoted workers in this and i land is perfectly level, extends be-
previous fairs and by the intelli- ! yond the vision of the eye. They
gent, careful directing and con- raise all kinds of garden truck,
serving of the resources of the planting these vegetables three
“Building." | times per year. The sugar cane'
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
COMMUNITY FOOD FAIR 
FEBRUARY 17-22 
Community Bldg., Rockland





Doris Moody Tq 
Berth In the Sn<| 
Queen Contest
Doris Mcody jump 
with 27,050 votes in tluj 
Queen Contest in c< 
the Camden Winter 
be held next week. Ri 
takes possession of 
with 23.760 votes. Edi 
Phyllis Staples are t ] 
place in the contest 
votes each. The full 
lew.
Doris Moody, Lincoln; .| 
Ruth Manning. Camdt 
Edna Fuller, Camden 
Phyllis Staples, Can j 
Marion McDermott. < 
Doris Nickerson, Lincc: 
A Janet Henry, Them ] 
Jeannette Overlock. W. 
Caroline Burns, Rockp 
Mildred Stevens. Belli 
Gwendolyn Barlow. T:
ton.
Madeline Farris. Unio 
Shirley Blackington.
land.
Leona Flanders. Reck.J 
Hazel Crooker. Came
Subscribe to The Col
SPECTACULAR ONE DAY SALE
CUTLER’S! THURSDAY! 12 HOURS ONLY!
Open to 9 P. M. to Accommodate Husbands and Wives Who 
Wish to Attend This Extraordinary Fur Sale Together!
cfOTT FVRo
Brought to Cutler’s’
‘“llvE $30 “o $200, ,.
Usually $79 to $99
Seal or Beaver byed Coneys
Mink or Sable Dyed Cone^S Ensembles
Beaver Dyed Mouton Lamb Bnsemm
llack or Cross Dyed Fox Cardigan^ . ••
Skunk Dyed Opossum Cat, Hat, Mu
Usually $149 to $179
Silver Fox Jackets 
Mink or Sable Blend Muskrats 
Natural Grey Chinese Kidskins 
Black Dyed Russian Ponies 
Grey Persian Paws
Usually $179 to $249 *
Mink or Sable Blend Muskrats tj)
Hudson Seal Dyed Muskrats 
Black Dyed Persian P%ws 
Let Out Raccoons
Silvertone Dyed Muskrats r„Qranteed'























NO NEED TO PAY CASH!
Use the Famous Scott Unique Payment Plan and choose your 











I wish to th J 
cards and lettJ 











Included In This Amazing Sale!
Black Dyed Caracul Paws . 
Silver Dyed Fox Cardigans 
Full Furred Raccoons . . . . 
Natural Grey Squirrels . . • 
Natural Skunk Swaggers .
Dyed Jap Mink.......................
Let Out Dyed Jap Mink . .
Liberal Trade-in Allowance 
On Your Old Fur Coat
Thurs- COMMU
CUTLER’S
ROCKLAND. MAINE
